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ABSTRACT

The goal of this PhD project was to deSign and deve lop a small inexpens ive
subse a robot with a micro computer ba sed inte lligent control system . The robot
deve loped is carted N OMAD. It could be the key element in a Distri but ed Marine
Observat ion System( OMOS). Most Eng ineeri ng PhD s are research orien ted; this
one has a design focus .
NOMAD use s an airlwater ballast tank instead of a batte ry/motor system to
drive itself vertica lly. To facilitat e mission req uirements, gre at efforts we re made to
dev elop a high perf onnance onboard micro computer based contro l system . To dea l
with the uncerta inty and nonl inearity of the robot mode l, inv estigation s were
conduded to check the potent ial of strateg ies based on Neura l Networks and Fuzzy
Logic.

A Real nme Kernel softwa re and an onboard micro computer with a Z180

CPU were used to implement a Fuzzy Variabfa Structure Switch ing (FV SS) control
scheme and a multi ple-tas k, mult iple-layered control structure.
The design and developmen t process for NOMAD are detailed in this thesis.
The res ults of digital simulation , theo retical anal ysis and typical dat a recorded from
tests in a deep water tank on the robot ar e presented . Successful tests and goo d
agree ment between

data and analysis indicate great potential for industria l

applicat ion of the tech no logies devel oped in this project.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

With the signifseant increase of human activities on and in the sea, long term
observation of the marine environment is becoming more and more import ant in
order to control the level of water pollution, to keep the ecological balance , and to
develop offshore ind ustry (Busby and Vadus,1990).

At offshOre oil well sites, parnccrat e drilling wastes are discharged during
explorati on and produ d ion dri lling operation s. In addition large volumes of water

along with oil are released over the lifetime of a field. Sediment on the sea floor at
different locat ions needs to be picked up as an indication of pollution .

Researcher~

in the Hibem ia Manage ment and Developmen t Company Ltd. (HMOC) indicate that
the water body from the benthic boundary layer , where dri lling wastes concentrate,
should be

sampled or monitored over a long period of time (http1/www.hibe miabank.

e«rJ. 1995). The resul ts of chemical analysis from these sample s of sediments and

waters could be used to predict the impact on the marine ecology.
Near fish terms, water temperature, tidal cerrents . water turbidity and levels
of dissolv ed oxygen at different depths are quit e d osely related to ecolog ical impact
on marine species .

Research indicates that high rates of organic matter into

sediments resu lt in low levels of

dissolved oxygen there and this together wit h

anaerobi c metaboli sm by sulfate reducing bacteria lead to reduced numbers of
species and biomass of benthic fauna (http:JMww.hibemiabank.coml, 11195).
To oceanographers, the pH, turbidity, velocity of sound, disturbance stress at

diffe rent depths are all essen tial to thei r research.
Military powers pay great attention to submarine forces Noise detectors are
often mounted at strategic sites on the seabed locations to find and record the
no ise from prope llers of passing submarines .

§ 1.1 Concept of the Distributed Marin e Ob se rv atio n System (DMOS)

$0 far many sophisticated underwater venictes have been de veloped, such
as

the

Autonom ous

Benthic

Explorer

(ABE)

developed

by

WOOds Hole

Oceanograp hic Institution in the USA (yoerger, Bradley and Walden, 1991) and Odyssey
developed by MIT (leonllrd, J .J. 1995). Usuall y these are equipped with Long Base
Line or GPS navigation systems, and sonar scanners , and use batte ries as their
main power source . They can be launched from a ship, or from a near -by harbor
from which they can head to the working sites (Nomoco and HattOl1, 1986) . Most of the
developed subsea vehides have a torpedo Shape .

Wh en they are requ ired to

perform a descent or ascent maneuver. they have to dO this by going into a helica l
trajectory as shown in Figure 1.1.1. This consumes a lot of energy. Obviously, it is
also not safe and cost effective to leave such a sophi sticat ed subsea veh icle at the
worki ng sites for a long term observa tion mission, which may take weeks or months,

eve n though they may have that capabil ity.
Therefo re, a cost effecti ve and energy saving system for missions with
vertical movements is needed .

This thesis describes a subsea robot known as

NOMAD with an onboard micro computer based intelligent controller which was
developed for this purpose (Lu. Hinchey and Friis. 1994). It is suitable for long term
observat ion and also for obtaining samples from the sea floor at different sites of
interest, as shown in Figure 1.1.2.
For sediment and water sampling missions , a helicopte r using its navigatio n
system co uld carry NOMAD to the site of interest and drop it into the sea. Whe n
NOMAD dives into the water, its onbo ard micro computer would trigger its mission
routine . Whe n NOMAD arrives on the sea floor, a mechanica l hand mounted on its
bottom could grab a sample of the sediment.

On the way back to the surface ,

NOMAD could carry out a water sampling mission . At a specified depth, a small
chamber could be opened and then closed under the control of the onboard micro
computer .

In this case , the velocity of the robot would be set to rather slow, to

allow the robot to get the sample of the water body at the precise specified depth. If
it is not requ ired to sample the water on the way back to the surface, NOMA D could
retum to the surface at the maximum speed.
For long term marine observation missio ns, the robot could be required to
stay at a work ing site up to weeks and in some cases months. The robot would
spend most of its nme " sleeping- on the sea floor; then at pre-progra mmed times, it
would move up and down vertically and record various physical data versus depth .
After completing these measurements , the robot would go back to the sea floor to
steep.

The recorded data would be stored in the memory area of the onboard

computer , At preset intervals , the robot would surface and transfer data to a shore

=

station by radio signals. When the shore station has received these data, an
acknowledgment signal would be sent to the robot which would allow the onboard
computer to clear its memory area. Using radio communication , there would also be
an opportunity here for the control personnel at the shore station to modify missions
and pre--programmed routines stored in the onboard computer. When the robot has
finished its miss ion, it would retum to the water surface and emit a radio signal that
a helicopter could home in on. Discharged color dye could also be used to help a
helicopter pilot locate the robot and retrieve it.
During a mission, a number of NOMAD robots could be dropped from a
helicopter at different spots of interest. They would form an observation and
collection network.

da~

Obviously, the robots used in this Distr ibuted Marine

Observation System (CMOS) would be the key components in this system. As
noted, they would be able to stay at the work sites for a long time or scan the sea
water verticall y.

They would also be able to use a rnechentcal hand to grasp

sediment on the sea floor or chambers to sample water at different specified depths .
The low cost and energy saving features of NOMAD make it quite different from
traditional subsea robots.
A protot ype of NOMAD with an onboard micro computer based intelligent
control system has been designed, built and tested in this PhD project . Inslead of
using a battery, DC-motor, and propeller as the main propulsion system , NOMAD
uses a simple water/air , ballast tank plus gravity and buoyancy to make itself move
vertically up and down (Lu. Hinchey and Friis, 1994) (Hinchey and Muggeridge1994). A

comparison of NOMAD with traditiona l subsea robots is give n in Table 1.1.1
(All mendinge r, 1990) •

Table 1.1.' The Features of Subsea Robot NOMAD Compared with Traditiona l Ones

Robot NOMA D

Traditiona l Under Water Vehicles

Main Power Supply

Compressed Air

Battery

Energy
Consumpt ion

Energy Consumpti on only at Start
and End of Vert ical Movement

Significant Energy Consumpti on
throug hout Vertical Movem ent

M ax imum Speed
of Vertical Mov ement

s znvs

Usua lly <1m1s

Rati o of Pay l oad Mass
to Ve hicle M ass

Higher (1:3)

lower (1:5 - 1:10)

LocaUng Method

Using the Navigation System
on the Helicopter

Using the Navigatio n System
on the Subsea Vehicle

Low
(Single NOMAD < 10 K CanS)

High
(Usually >1(}() K CanS)

Mainte nance Expense
During the Mission

10S/day

10D-1000$lday

Suitabi lity for the Task of
Long Term Observation

Go'"

NotWOf1hy

Dev elopment Costs
( Not Including Research
Labor Costs)

§ 1.2 Overview of This PhD Project
NOMAD was designed by the author in the first half of 1994. Manufacture
was started in June 1994. Assembly was performed by the author in February 1995.
During this period , every effort was made to develop a good computer control
system.

Many investigations and studies

strategies , including:

were conducted for different control

Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PIDI. Sliding Mode (SI01ine.

198 3 and 1984). Artificial Neural Network (lshibuchi,1993) , Fuzzy Logic (Self, 1990) , and

Nonlinear Variable Structure Control (OeYong and Polson . 1992) . The author's studies
focused on developing a controller with Neural Networks, Fuzzy Logic and with a
Variable Structure . Most of author's studies were based on digital simulation, and
some on digital-analog hybrid simulation . The tools used in the simulations were
C-, Togai TilshelJ (Fuzzy Logic) and Matrab (Neural Networks). A suitable control
strategy , Fuzzy Var iable Structure Switching (FVSS), and its software framework ,
were developed and tested during these studies .
Since January 1995. the author has concentrated on electronic aspects such
as: computer interfaces, communication hardware, sensors, conditioners and drivers
to physically implement the control strategies. In the process of the development of
NOMAD, a great number of technical difficulties had to be overcome such as : the
water proofing of the onboard electronics , the automatic maintenance of constan t
working air pressure and the digital communication between the onboard micro
computer and the station computer .

By Ma y 1995 the subsea robot NOMAD with its micro comput er ba sed control
system and FVSS control strategy was ready for testing in a water test
Tests were carried out during June of 1995 to Dece mber of 1995 , ma inly for
opti miZation of the control parame ters. These tests on NOMAD were conducted in
the Deep Ta nk of the Ocean Engineering Research Ce nter of Memoria l University
of Newfoundland.

The results of these tests ind icated that the design and

dev elopmen t of NOMAD was succe ssfu l.

The vast data record ed in the tests

compared we ll with the results of theoreti ca l studie s and digit al simul ations. The
tests show ed tha t NOMAD was reliable and de pendabl e . NOMAD was presented
to the publ ic on Canad ian Eng ineer ing Day of 1996 . It h as also been demons tratet;t
for the engi neering students and now it is be ing enhanced for industri al app lications.

§ 1.3 Thesis Ou tline
This thes is gives a deta iled description of the de sign and deve lopment
process for the subsea robot NOMAD . Every subsystem of NOMAD was designed
and constructed in this project . However , the main emphasis was put on the control
strateg ies a nd their computer implementation . The thes is is organiz ed as follows.
Chapte r One is the introd uctory chapter. A brie f re view of the previous work
befo re this project is present ed.

Based

on the mission requirements from

applicati ons in the offshore industry, a new conce pt of a • Distributed Marine
Ob servation System- (DMOS ) is put forward. The research interest is decl ared in
th is chapter. It is to physicall y develop a prototype of a sing le degree of freedo m

subsea robot with a micro computer based control system, that could be a critical
part of

the Distributed Marine Observation System. As noted above, this new

subsea robot is called NOMAD .
Chapter Two gives the detailed technical requirements for the robot based on
the nature of the mission . the procedures for its overall design and the flow chart for
its deve lopment.

The architecture of the subsea robot and the design of its main

subsystems are detailed in the last section of this chapter .
Chapter Three studies the dynamic behav iors of the mechanical setup of the
robot. The model of the robot is divided into two main portions: the model of the
robot body and the model of the ballast tank. The latter is the main actuator of the
robot. Both of the mode ls are highl y nonlinear . Linearization and simpl ification are
applied to the original models . Block diagrams are established for the design of the
computer control system which is deta iled in the following chapters.
Chapter Four to Chapter SIX study control strategies wh ich are candidates for
possible use in NOMAD . Chapter Four discusses two classical control strategies
PIC control and Sliding Mode Control.

In Chapter Five , a new strategy - Neural

Network. Based Adaptive Control is put forward for model Identification and depth
control.

This scheme consists of three main parts : the Neural Network for Model

Identification (NNI), the Neura l Network for Adjustment (NNA ) and an Opt imal Linear
Reference (OLR) model. Results of dig ital simulation for this scheme are presented.
Because there are some inherent defects in class ical contro l strategies and the
Neural Network Based Control System is computationally expensive, a more reliable
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and economica l control

sche me, Fuzzy Variable Structure Switching (FVSS )

Co ntro l, is put forward and detai led in Chapter Six. This strategy causes the robot
to undergo a self-exc ited osci llation known as a limit cycle. To enhance the system
stability and diminish the amplitude of the limit cycle. hysteresis and phase lead
compensation were introduced into this control strategy.
Digita l simulation in the time domain and the descr ibing function method of
analysis in the frequency domai n are applied to the FVSS controlle r wit h and without
hysteresis and phase lead compensation.

The study indicated that this control

sche me is not only stable and robust but also energy saving. Because of this, it
was then adapted to be physically insta lled on the robot.
Chapte r Seven deals with the software architecture .
comple x ity

of the

con trol

proce ss,

a

multiple-task,

Because of the

multiple-layer software

architecture is developed using Dynamic C and a micro computer wit h a Z180 CPU.
The main aspects of the software are discussed: its Real Time Kernel for the
implementation of the software structure ; the Interruption for the time managemen t
of computing capacity ; Space Management of the memory capacity. The funct ion
configuration chart of the software is presented at the end of this chapte r.
Chapter Eight
engineering terms.

presents the process of development and tes ts in practical
As an importa nt step in the developme nt, a detai led digital

simulation at the mechanical component level and a dig ital-ana log hybr id simulatio n
at the system manage ment level were carried out to confirm the suita bility of the
control system . In these two simulations, identical

parameters and computer
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hardware and software as that mounted on the robot were used. In this chapter. the
setup and results of some dry-land tests are presented . At the end of this chapter .
the process of the physical tests in the deep tank are also presented. The dynamic
performance of the robot NOMAD are recorded under different test conditions. The
results from theoretical analysis and calculation in previous chapters are confinned
by the tests and compared with the data records from the physical tests

A number

of recorded charts in different conditions are presented in this chapter .
Chapter 9 gives conclusions from this project and illustrates the experience
gained . It also gives recommendations for future work .
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CHAPTER 2 OVERAL L DESIGN AND OevELOPMENT PROCEOURES

This chapter gives the deta iled technica l requirements based on the nature of
the mission. The proced ure of genera l system desig n for the subsea robot NOMAD
and the deve lopment schedule are presented. Th e architecture of the subsea robot
and the design of its main subsystems are detailed in the last section .

§ 2.1 Techn ic al Requ irem en ts for th e Su bs ea Ro bo t NOMAD
As mentioned in the first chapte r,

the subsea robot NOMAD with the

capability of carry ing out different inspect ion miss ions will playa critical role in the
Distributed Marine Observatio n Syste m.

To perform such missions the author

concluded that the robot should have the followi ng features :
(1)

It shoul d be energy saving duri ng missions with large vertical movements.

(2)

It should accurately indicate the present dept h as the independe nt variable of
the recorded mar ine physical data .

(3)

It should be able to hover at a specified dep th with an error not exceedin g
O.5m.

(4)

It should have an onboarcl co mputer which controls the lower level dynamics
and highe r level behaviors of the subsea rob ot.

(5)

It should have reliable commun ication facilities which allows the robot to
contact the shore station computer when necessary.

(6 )

It should be easy to maintain, easy to recharge or change the main energy
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source (the gas bottle and auxilia ry batt eries), and easy to attach/detach
different payloa ds.
(7)

It should be light in weight and have high ratio of payload to robot self weight.

(8)

It should have a low cost of deve lopment and operation.

§ 2.2 The Flow Ch art for the Developm ent of the Subsea Robot NOMAD
In general, underwater vehicles are typically designed with a particular
mission in mind.

This leads to a set of req uirements that define how various

subsyste ms should be integrate d. However , a system architecture for an underwater
vehicle whose function is to act as a prototype for some new technologies presents
unique problems to the system designer (Henrickson andOzielski, 1995). Since there are
no well-d efined mission s and detailed specifica tions, the subsea robot as a whole
must be ada ptable to systems that have yet to be designed. In a conventio nal design
one has already narrowed the possible solutio n space into a small region. In the
innovat ive design with new technologies, one has a wide region of possible
solutions . The main point is that at the start we did not know whether there is a
worthwh ile wor1<ing solution to bring the concep t idea to a successful prototype .
A technology test bed is co nst antly being used in a system integrat ion mode.
In other words, experi mental or developmental subsystems are constantly being
integrated into the submersible . Th ere is also a requirement to support the design
and testin g of the new system at vario us times duri ng its deve lopment. Th e testing
may occur in a pure simulation environme nt, whe re various concep ts for the new
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system are evaluated , or in a hardwere- ln-the-lccp simulation , where the new system
is debugged while in operation .
Figure 2.2.1 is a flow chart for the development of NOMAD . The first stage in
the process is the conceptual design stage. The second stage is the main design
process which consists of theoretical design and simulation of the overa ll system
together with detailed design of all the subsystems : energy supply, body layout and
mechanical components , sensors and electronics , computer hardware and software,
communications, and payload.

Cost effectiveness analysis was carried out

throughout the main design process. The search for suitable components was
involved in the process .

a l~o

The design requires the most effective and suitable

technology instead of the most sophisticated .

Every possib le altemative was

thoroughly studied .
The third stage is the construct ion stage . This mainly consists of subsystem
assembly (electrical. mechanica l and pneumatic subsystems ) and control strategy
implementation (computer hardware and software) . Many technical modifications
are made at this stage. The last stage is the test stage, consisting of the dry-land
tests , in-water tests and data analysis. As seen in Figure 2.2.1, many interact ions
occurred between the different stages and phases of deve lopment, so thai "on-line'
designs and tests became essential in the development process .

"
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§2.3

General Design of the Subsea Robot NOMAD

Subsea robot NOMAD is the critical part of the Distributed Marine Observation
System . To satisfy the requirements of its missions, it should be designed to have a
modular structure in its physical

layout and a layered structure in its control

software . All overview of its main physical subsystems is given below.

1.

Main driving mechanisms
Taking advantage of the gravity and buoyancy forces , the subsea robot will

consume no energy during descent or ascent.

The only energy consumption will

occur at the point where the direction of movement is changed .

That makes ·it

possible for NOMAD to work on long duration missions.
A ballast tank is installed on the upper part of the robot. The water level in the
ballast tank is controllable. As shown in Figure 2.3.1, the tank has hares top and
bottom . With the top hole closed , letting gas bottle air flow into the ballast tank
forces water out the bottom and causes the robot to surface; letting air out the top
and water in through the bottom causes the robot to sink. This is also the method
used to adjust the subsea robot to a neutral buoyancy when the robot is commanded
to hover at a specified depth. Pneumatic plugs within the ballast tank are used to
open or close its openings and thus control the flow of water into and out of the tank.
The plugs are controlled by solenoid valves. A solenoid valve is also used to control
the flow of compressed air from the gas bottle into the ballast tank. The valves are
controlled by an onboard micro computer which is powered by DC batteries. When a

"
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• 0" is sent out by the micro computer , the valves are in the OFF position. The
openings top and bottom are closed and there is no air flow from the gas bottle. In
the OFF position the valves do not draw power from the batteries either. Use of
pneumatic plugs allows rap id filling and purging of the ballast tank and thus fast
response . A water level sensor is installed in the tank forming a closec:lcontrol loop
to adjust the weighlb uoyanc y force and obtain the neutral buoyanc y point.

High

pressure within the ballast tank could be used to create strong water or air jets to
accelerate the subsea robot (Muggeridge andHinchey, 1992)and it could also be used to
blow away mud accumulated on the subsea robot if it sat on the sea floor for a long
time. However . this would drain the compressed air bottl e fast and would only be
used in rare cases .

Main Energ y Supply System
A standard gas bottle with maximum pressure 200 bar and 11 liter capacity is
adapted as a

main energ y source.

Gas bottles in the same series with higher

maximum pressure and larger capacity could be mounted on the subsea robot as
well . NOMAD is designed to have a modular struct ure. It only takes a couple of
minutes to change a gas bottle .
A first stage pressure reducer (SCUBA) reduces the output air pressure from
the bottle to 13 bar. A second stage adjustable reducer (FESTa LRI/8FT) reduces
the pressure from 13 bar to around 3 bar. Since the reference pres sure used by the
pressure reducer is the pressure in the surrOUnding waters, the stabilize d working
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pressure is with respect to the pressure at the current depth .

To operate the

solenoid valves , the work ing pressure of the pneumatic contro l system

~ust

be kept

constan t around 3 bar for any gas consumption rate or robot depth . A flow control
valve (FESTO GRO-M5) is used to adjust the flow rate when the ba llast tank is being
charged . The ballas t tank has a relief valve (FESTO H112 B) to vent pressure to the
surround ings if the relative pressure across its wall becomes too high.

3.

Sensor s
NOMA D has four different types of electron ic sensors on board . These detect

respective ly: the depth of the subsea robot , the pressure in the ballast tank, the
water level in the ballast tank and the wave action of the surro undings.
(1)

Depth sensor
A pressure transduce r (OMEGA PX 181) is used to dete ct the depth . This

electronic sensor transfers the pressure differe nce between its input and a reference
pressure to a voltage range of 0 - 5 V. Then the voltage signal is sent to a 12 bit

N D converter. Since PX181 is a relati ve pressure sensor, it is important to keep a
stable reference pressure on the subsea robo t. The sensor is fixed in a watert ight
box, in which the air press ure is kept at 1 bar. The input to the sensor is opened 10
the surround ing water .
(2)

Pressure Sensor in the Ballas t Tank
A pressure transducer is used to measure the air pressu re in the ballast tank.

The output of the transduce r is fed to the onboard micro compute r through an 8 bit
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AI D converter. The onboard micro computer adjusts the pulse width of the electrical
current supplying the solenoid valve which controls the air flow charging to the
ballast tank so that the pressure inside the tank ca n be charged to a preset value
which is proportional to the intensity of the water/air jets . As mentioned befo re, the
wa ter/ai r je ts help to accelerate the initial speed of the subsea robot.
(3)

Water Level Transducer in the Ba llast Tank
A continuous water level transducer was goin g to be install ed in the ballast

tank as shown in Figure 2.3.2.

For this sensor , the capacitance between the

conducto r inside the probe and the water varies with the water level: the higher the
water level , the larger area of the two polar plates, the bigger the capacita nce . the
wider the pu lse output from the Mono-Pu lse Generator, and the higher the voltage
output from the Lower Pass filter (Allocca and Stuart. 1984.)
This type of water level transducer is able to obtain continuo us water level
measurement.

However, it is excenslve (1000

electromagnetic disturbance from surroundings.

US$) and very sensitive to

In the prototype of NOMAD , five

micro switches with small floaters are mounted along the axis of the ballast tank .
They are connected to the digita l 1/0 ports of the onboard micro computer.

The

adva ntage of this alternative is that it is re liable , economic and simple. Each switch
can indicate two water levels by the status of "ON- and · OFF"

Hence 10 water

levels could be precisely detected . T he water levels between the switches wou ld be
estimated by the software.
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(4)

l'he Continuous Watwleve! Transducer and Ihe WattrLevIIl Contrclloll p

Wave Action Sensor
This sensor is designed to detect the wave action of the surroundings .

It

transfers the robot rocking to a series of pulses . As shown in Figure 2.3.3, the
sensor consists of two micro switches, a mass and a chamber . If the subsea robot is
subjected to a big wave disturbance , the mass will move between the left and right
ends . The outputs from the switches are fed to the serial lIO port of the cnboard
computer. The time duration I " I ; and the frequency are used to scale the " wave
action", where

I,

of phase A and

is the lime rag between the back edge of phase B and the fronl edge

I;

is the width of the pulse.

The wave action sensor delivers information about surroundings to the higher
level contro ller of the robot. This allows the onboard micro computer to take the
state of surroundings into account when it makes decisions . It could also record the
marine dynamic data at different depths.
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Figure 2.3.3

4.

Wave Action Transducer

The Onboard Micro Computer
To facilitate missions of long term observation an onboard computer is

necessary .

It should have suffic ient input ports and output ports to receive the

information from different sensors and drive the different actuators , as well as
sufficien t memory capacity ind uding EPROM, battery backed RAM, and EEPROM to
store the system program, mission descriptio n and recorded data. A local
expandable bus is also required to supply the power , facilitate the means for data
exchange and access to instruments in the payload chamber.
A micro computer named· Rugged Gian t", from the Company of Z-World
Engineering, was selected to be used as the onboa rd computer for NOMAD . It has
seven AiD inputs , two D/A outputs , ten digital inputs , two serial communication ports,
and a PLC Bus Expansion Port (Zwortd Engineering, 1992).

The layout of the micro

computer with Z 180 CPU used in the onboard contr ol system of NOMAD is shown
in Figure 2.3.4.
When the system is under developmen t, a serial RS232 port is used to
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Fig ure 2.3.4 Layout of the MIcro Computer with Z180 CPU
Used in the Onboard Control System of NOMAD

con nect the oobcerd micro computer to the station computer . The system prog ram
written

in Dynamic C i s debugged and compiled to mach ine code and then

downloaded to the EPROM of the onboard computer . while the mission desaiption
and mi ssion related parame ters are downloaded to the EEPROM of the onboard
computer. The data recorded by different sensors are stored in battery backed RAM
on the onboard computer. They are to be uploaded to the station computer later.
\'Vhen the subsea robot works in autonomou s mode or in remote automatic mode it
will be commanded based on the agenda stored in the EEPROM and the decisio ns
made by the high er level control of the onb oard computer.
A short wave radio emitter/r eceiver will be co nnected to the onboa rd compute r
and an antenna wi ll be mounted on the top of the robot When the ro bot emerg es at
the wa ter surface. it will be able to commun icate with the station computer to send
the recorded data or receive instrudions for agenda and mission mod ification .
A set of DC batterie s is mounted on the subsea rcoc t. with the capaci ty of
1200 mAh, recharg eable.

The biggest users of the DC electrical power are the

soleno id valves (24 V, 2OmA). However , they would no t drain any energy when the
robo t is "asleep- except for a tiny current supply for a time counter working all the
time. Wh en a specified time in the agenda arrives, an interrupti on requ est is sen t to
the CPU, the subsea robot then wakes up and enters into mission mode. The battery
is expect ed to last for a long period. which depends on the mission intensity .
Howe ver , if the instruments in the payloa d chamber consume sign ifi cant power, an
extra battery would be neede d .
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5.

Payload
For most missions, the payload will be attached at the bottom of the subsea

robot. To sample the sediment on the sea floor , a simple mechanical hand could be
mounted on the robot frame.

The hand could be driven by a small pneumatic

cylinder using the power source in the air bottle and controlled by the onboard
computer through solenoid valves.
payload chamber.

Electronic instrumen ts could be sealed in the

An open structure could also be applied to the payload if the

instruments are watertight.

When the mass density of the payload is much greater

than that of water, the buoyan cy chamber on the top of the robot should be changed.
Buoyancy chambers with different sizes have been made for compensat ing the
higher payload mass densit y. Presently the maximum payload for NOMAD is 16 kg.
Because of using gravity and buoyancy forces to drive the robot up and down , the
robot would not consume more energy when it carries a heavier pay load. Howe ver,
the acceleration will be smaller and the response time will be longer.

§ 2.4 Architecture of the Subsea Robot NOMAD
The general configuration of the subsea robot NOMAD is shown in Figure
2.4 .1 and 2.4 .2. The robot is designed to be approximatel y neutrally buoyant when
the ballast tank contains 6 kg of sea water (Effecti ve height of the ballast tank, Heff-

./00 mm ; Diameter of the ballast tank. DrmJt= ZOOmm :

'2
' (~
" HD ' ) .".6 kg

). A full
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ballast tank is denoted as +6 kg (i.e . the Specific Gravity of the whole robot is greater
than 1), and an empty ballast tank is denoted as -6kg (l.e . the Specifi c Gra vity of the
whole robot is less than 1). These are the maximum force s which drive the robot up
and down. The buoyancy chamber on the top is used to balance the payload. The
pure buoyancy force created by the buoyanc y chambe r could be adjusted by putting
some water into the chambe r.

The neutral status is searched by the onboard

computer at the stage when the robot is thrown into the water.
Four aluminum boxes which are complete ly watertight are attached to the
frame of the robot. These contain the computer, electro nics and senso rs, solenoid
valves , and communicatio ns . The connectors for cables and pneumatic pipes that
run through these boxes are also water tight. On the end of every exhaust pipe open
to the wate r, one-way valves are mounted.

Hence the three subsystems with

differe nt work ing mediums - electricity , air, and water are totally insulated. That is,
the solenoid valves, electro nics , and pneumati c parts are kept dry all the ttrne.
The pay load and other heavie r components are well below the buoya ncy
chamber and ballas t tank.

Due to the roughly neutral weight of the air bottle , the

large separat ion of the center of buo yancy and the center of gra vity produces a
stable platfo rm which can maintain vertica l posture even in a rough sea.
Followi ng are the technical details of NOMAD deve loped in this PhD project :
Weig ht:

35 kg

Height

1.3 m

Maximum diameter :

0.3 m
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Working air press ure:
W orki ng voltage :

3 - 13 bar

24V

Maximum working oxrent
•

• sleep- osrent

Battery capacity:

100 mA;

<1 rnA

1200 mAh

Stand ard Volume (under 1 bar pressu re) of gas needed for changing direct ion of

motion once:
from upward to downward: 0 .02 standard liters

from downward to upward : 0 .35 stand ard liters
Air bottl e capacity :

200 bar 11 liter

Maximum exploration depth :
Maxim um driving force :
Maximl.MTl speed :

100 m ( Needs Enhancement)

60 N

2 mls

Depth location error :

<0.4 m

"
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CHAPTER 3 THE DYNAMIC MODEL OF THE SUBSEA ROBOT NOMAD

This chapter studies the dynamic behavior of the mechanical setup of the
robo t NOMAD . The model of the robot is divided into two main portions : the model of
the robot body and the model of the ballast tank . The latter is the main actuator of the
robot. Both of the models are highly nonlinear. linearization and simplifications are
applied to the original mode ls. Block diagrams are estab lished for the design of the
computer control system which will be described in the following chapters .

§ 3.1 Theoretical Calculation for the Model of the Robot Body
It is necessary to estimate the hydrodynamic characteristics for the robot
before developing the control considerations (Voelller. Cookeand Slotine, 1990). When a
robot moves close to or at a water surface , it generates waves . Because the energy
in these waves is supplied by the robot. the generation process can be modeled as a
drag force.

However , as subsea robots usually do not operate close to the water

surface, such drag is insignificant. Wind generated waves die out as one moves
down from the water surface. At only one half a wave length down into deep water,
the motion is only about 5% of that near the water surface .

The wave length

dependence means that only long wavelength waves or swells are felt well down into
the water. This is where robots tend to operate . Swells have periods around 10
seconds . Because the time it takes for a water particle to move around a robot is
typically much smaller than this, the flows around the robot are approx imately quasi-
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steady . This implies that wake drag forces are also approximately quasi-stead y.
This in tum implies that Reynolds Number is the dominant parameter govem ing the
load. Reynolds number can be estimated as:
R.

=pU,.,D I f.J"" 1000 x (0 .05 -

=

2) x 03 1 0.00 1 1.5)(10" - 6 >1 10'

where ,
f.J

= O.OO1 kglms is the viscosity of wate r;

p = 1000 kg/m' is the density of water ( testing done in fresh water ):
Um

=(0.05 mls -

2 mls) is the speed of the robot relat ive to the swell;

D = O.3m is the characteristi c diameter of the robot

10'

10'

10'

10·

10'

10'

10 '

Reynolds Number

Figure 3.1.1

The OflIg Coefficient Ver=sThe Reynolds Number

As shown in the Figure 3.1.1, the drag coefficient is nea rly a constant within

R. e ( lOl ,6x lo' ) .
According to Morison's Equation the basic dynamic model for a small subsea
robot is

J2

(Equation 3./.1)

where, M is mass of the robot, Z is vertical distance moved by the robot, F, is the
inertia force on the robot . Folis the drag force on the robot, and

where, C", is inertia force coefficient , determined by the geometric shape of the
submersible which is estimated to be 0 .5 (White , 1986); Vol"," is the volume of
displacement of the robot . U is the swell wave particle speed, and

r, =0.5C~ A""",p ( dZ /dt -V) jdZ , dt - V I
where , Col is drag coefficient determined by Reynolds Number and the geometric
shape of the robot ; Ar.- t is the front area of the robot (Sarpl<.aya and Isaacson , 19M).
Define :

Include the driving force F, into the dynamic equation . It then becomes :

Because of the quasi-steady assumption, the term dUldt may be ignored. Assuming
x - x r, dxldt -

X2,

the state space equation is

d:c1 IdJ =x:
( M + a: )d:c: I dt

where,

-= -F~ +F, -= - a x! l x: I+F,

( Equation 3.1.2 )

1

a l = O.5C~Af-p = 0.5 x (l-I O) x It x ( O.lSi x 1000"" 3S - 350
a : = C",P V~ = 0.5 x 1000 )( 0.035

-= 17.5

J)

§ 3.2 Experimental Estimation for the Body Model

Even though the robustness of the controller makes the system capable of
tolerating a rather big model error, a more precse model is always helpful , especially
in the simulation . In the digital simulation, the real world plant will be replaced by its
mathemat ical model when evaluat ing different control algorithms . In order to have a
more precise hydrodynamic model, experiments for identifying the coefficients in the
equation
(Equation 3.1. /)

were conducted .
Equation 3.2.1 always holds with different initial conditions of x/(O) and xJfO) or
with different driving force Fr At t"i T and j Twe have ,

( M + a:) xll(i)+ al x~ li)! x:li) j=

F"

( M +a:Ixn/ j)+a,r~i j)lr:.:( j)~= F,:

(Equation 3.1.2)

where ,
F, I. F,l

are different dri ving forces in the experiment;

x:Ji). r:lO are the accelerat ion and velocity at the time

x:2 ( )). r n( j)

t ..

iT, and under the driv ing

are the acceleration and velocity at the time t- jTand under the driv ing

force F, 2.
Properly choosing the driving forces Fp 1 and FpJ and letting:

x,,(I)

I

x,, {J )

x,,(O ' x,,(i ) 1

I

x,, {J ) lx,, {J ) 1

~0

(Eq ua tio n 3.}.))

gives

F"

Ir.;

x,,(I) lx,,(I) 1

I

xli ))Ix n(J )
x,,(i )

Usually " / and

Q1

x" (I )

F, .

Ix1d Jj

F' l

I

Ix,,(

j)

x,, (I ) lx,,(I) 1

j.

(Equation 3.2.4)

x,, ( J ) lx,, {J )

vary with the velocity of the robot. However, when the Reynolds

Number is within (tOl , 6 x lOs) , it will not introdu ce significant error If they are treated

as constants. The results of tests conducted in the deep tank of Ocean Engineering
Research Center , Memorial University confirmed that a l and a 1 have no significant
variation at different velocities of the robot. The detai l of the experiment to identify

the parameters of u / and

Q]

is discussed in Chapter 8.

The final result of the

experiment shows : Q/=3 7.5 , a1= 15.
Hence the second order dynamic mode l for NOMAD is

(Equation 3.2.5)

Using this model to simulate the displacement response to the driving force

Fp t and Fp2 , the results are quite close to the data recorded from the deep tank test.

Jl

This is a nonlin ear model which gives us a rough idea of the dynamic
charact er of the robot body . It is used as a part of the plant model in the lower
con trol level desig n, The block diagram of the body model is shown in Figure 3.2.1.

F,

-I

!

!

~

I

~

FiglHe 3.2. 1 The Block Diagram of the Body Madel

§ 3.3 Simplification of the Balla st Tank Model
As shown in Figure 3.3 .1, the water level h in the ballast tank is fed back to the

cnbcam micro compu ter and compared with a desired value hJ • The erro r

e~

is used

to drive the valves open and closed, so that h approaches hJ

Figure 3.3.1

The Ba llast Tank Mod el Represented by a First Order Dev ice

If servo va lves were used to control the flow into and out of the ballast tank,
the model of the tank could be quite precise ly represented by a first order device
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whi Ch mainly consists of an integral path and a feedback path as shown in Figure
3.3.1, where T_

is the time constant and

A....

is the cross sect ional area of the

ballast tank. Assuming that the reference input is a step with heigh t

h~,

the response

of the first order device to this input is

and its derivative and slope are

where

k.,.

is the slope of the response curve at the starting point. It corresponds 10

the maximum flow rate . This time respon se is shown in Figure 3.3.2. The abo....e
cal cul ation is based on using servo valves to control the flow into or out of the ballast
tank. Servo valves are quite sensitive to the impurities in sea water . The servo parts
in the se valves are easily dogged. The y 31"9 also expensive, especi ally those tha t
have high flow rates and

corrosi~roof

characteristics

"~
.-- 1 /-- .

O. 6JIr~

....

-

.

.

, __. . un-,.!!L..

.

T_
T_
Time
Figure 3.3.2 The Water Lev el Response of An Ideal First Order Device
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To enhance the reliabil ity and reduce
the

cost an

driv en

openi ~s ing

med"lanism

by soleno id valves is adopted.

Whe n the water in the tank is to be purged.

the p lug at the bOttom of the tank is opened.
The water outw ard flOW" rate is equal to the
flow rate of the co mpressed air charged into

the tank. This is adjustable by a throttle
(see Figure 2.3.1).

Whe n the water is

drawn into the tank . the plugs at bOth the
top and the botto m of the lank are opened.

Figure 3.3.3 Calculati on For
the Oraw-tn Flow Rate

1he tnfIOW" rate depend s on the water level in the tank.

To explain this, pick two

points in Figure 3.3.3: Point A is at the middle of the nozzle . point B is an arbitrary
point outs ide the tank.. Ignoring the effect of vortices , a virtua l stream tu be could be
imagined to connect points A and B. The law of con servation of energy requ ires that
the water partide at point A contain the same amount of energy as at point B. Here
the Bernoulli Equation for one-dimension al inco mpress ible flow ,s valid (White, 1980).
Then we have :

where,
p..,p, are the pressures at points A and 8;

"

h~ .hll are the elevations of points A and B relative to a common reference:
V~'v1I

are the veloci ties of water particles at points A and B;
Substitution of the variables In Figure 3.3 .3 into Bernoulli's Equation gives
(p dg+ phg )+ pgh~

...

+ ~ p v; = ( p dg + p Hg + p lg)+ p ghll + 'i P VII:

hll + l =h~ ,

:. i pv; - tPV; = p g ( H -h) ,

where H ISthe height of the ballast tank , O.47m .
If point B IS far enough away from the nozzle, the velocity of the water part icle
at B is nearly zero , so that we have V~ = J 2g ( H - h) .
The block. diagram of the ballast tank mOdel using solenoid valves IS shown in
Figure 3.3 .4, where
V.v

is the water outflow velocity. It ISadjustable by the air infl ow rate which is
set by the throttle.

vp

is the water inflow velocity. It equals V~ = J 2g ( H - h) ;

A-., IS the cross sect ional area of the nozzle , A-.Io = If " C.02l = 12 5 " 10-1 m ~ ;

Q

is the water flow rate into or out of the ballast tank.

Figure 3.3.4 Th e Block Digram of the Ballast Tank Using Sol llnoid Valves

"

To make the water flow rate into and out of the tan k symmetrical at the neutral
buo yancy point, the air inflow rate is adjusted to make the water outflow velocity v.v
roughly equal to the water inflow veloc ity

v, when the water level is at the half height

of the ballast tank , as shown in Figure 3.3 .5,

'.
' i- ~i~l
V, =V, =,J2(H-higl ' =,fHi .
.. i"

o

O.2H

0.' "

OI!lH

O,SH

H

FigunJ 3.3.5 Making OulllowVeloaty"Equ:ailto InIIow VeloeitylaltheHaltHeogllto'th e B8Hast Tank

Substitutio n of the height H of the ballast tank , H "" O.47m, gi ves

VN

=.[iii = J0.47x9 8 = 2.l4m l s

The time needed to drain the amount of w ater in the tank which a!lows the
robot to shift from fully downward moving state to the neutral state is
t_

F, _ _

6kg

- - p .vN oA..-. -I OOOkg lm l x 2.I4(m l s ) xI.256 x

lO-'rmz )

223s ec
(Equ ation 3.3.1)

where, Fp- is the maximum driving force in eithe r direction, F,..- ""'6kg .
The time needed to draw in water 'Ntlich allows the robo t to shift from the

neutral state to a fully downward moving state can be estimated by

(Equat ion 1.1.1)

where,

A_

is

the

effective

cross

sectional

area

of

the

ballast

tank,

A_~:= J.l 4 x OJ!:= O.OJ14m: ; h is the current he ight of the water level. The subsea

robot is approximately at the neutral state when the water level in the ballast tank is
at about 1/2 H, and at the fUlly downward state when the water level is at 9/10 H; and
in the fully upward moving state when the water level is at 1f10 H

Calculation of

Equation 3.3.2 gives llIt::r1.86 sec.
If servo valves are used for water level control in Ihe ballast tank. the control
loop could be described by an ideal firsl order model. II needs about 3 T"d to 5 T....~
to respond 10 a step input.
Comparing these two schemes . the one using servo valv es and the other
using solenoid valves. an "equiv alent time constant" for the latter could be
approximated by
T_

:=~ t,. + t_ = O.7sec .
com

(Equalion 1.1.1)

2

where cons is a constant between 3 to 5.
The lime respo nses 10 different step inputs of the two schemes are shown in
Figure 3.3.6. It can be seen in this figure Ihat there is some asymmetry when the
now direction changes when using solenoid valves . However the equation

"

guara ntees the same flow rate in either direct ion around the water level h -O.5H,
which corr esponds to the neutral state of the robot.

Thus the asymmetric

nonlinearity can be linearized smoothly at the equilibrium point.

The effect of

asymmetry on the dynamic behavio r of the robot will be further stud ied by digital
simulation at the mechanical compone nt level in Chapter 8.
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Based on the above studi es, the model of the water level control in the ballast
tank can be rough ly trea ted as a first order dev ice with the equ ivalent time constant
T....., =O.7s ec, as shown in Figure 3.3.1.

"

§ 3.4 li ne arization of the Body Model
The model of the robot NOMAD mainly consists of two parts: the ballas t tank
and the bod y of the robo t. The balla st tank has been treated as a first order device
with the time constant T..... = O.7sec in both the scheme using servo valves and the
one using soleno id valves.

In the model of the robot bod y. there is a non linear

feedback fro m i to i as shown in Figure 3.2. 1. The nonl inear characteristic of the
feedback is shown in Figure 3.4 .1 .

By Taylor Expansion. the nonlinear feedback

could be expressed by a linear term in the vicini ty of specified po ints i: =

i~

:

(Equ ation 3..1.1)

Figure 3.4.1

Uneill'ization of the NDrilinear Drag Forc e Feedback

Taking the regUlar working

speed

-x~

=O.lm l s

as the expans ion point ,

Equat ion 3.4.1 could be expressed as
(Equati on 3..1.2)

"

Then we have
F~

=

Substitution of

F~

± 37.5 x 0.01+ 2 x 37.5 x O.l(X:;:O.l} = 7.5r :;:0.375 .
into Equation 3.1.2 giv es
(M +Q:li

=-F~ + F, =-7.si~ 0375 + F,

(Equation 3.4 .3)

Tak ing Lapl ace Transf orm on both sides and substitu ting (M +a :> = 50kg into
Equation 3.4.3 gives:

50s: X + 7.5sX

= F, (s)

±O.375;

X(S)= _ _ '_ _ (± 03 75 +F (S)l = ~(F (s) ±OJ75)
(50s + 7.5)s
S
' ') (6.675+1)s '
s

Since

IF,I

is usually much greater than 0.375,

(Eq uation 3.4 .4)

the term ± 0.375 could be
s

ignored. Th e transfer funct ion of the robot body is
(Equation 3.4.5)

0.1]

6.67s +1

Figure 3.4.2

Th e Approximate Linear Model of the Robot Body

."

So the body of the robot could be approximated as an inertial element with the
time constant
Tbo<Iy - 6.6 7sec

(£quOl i on 1. -I.6)

followed by an integral device . The approximate linearized body model of the robot
is shown in Figure 3.4.2.
Since the output of the ballast tank model as shown in Figure 3.3.4 is the input
to the robot body model (Figure 3.2.1), the whole model of the plant has a cascade
structure as shown in Figure 3.4.3.
Based on the discussion in Section §3.3 and current section . the blod<
diagram of the whole plant could be approximated by a third order system as shown
in Figure 3.4.4.

Figure 3.4.4 The Simplified Model of t/'le Wh ole Plant

CHAPTER 4 CLASSICAL CONTROL STRATEGIES FOR ROBOT DYNAMICS

The main difficulties in designing the contro ller for the subsea robot dynamics
originate from the unknown model with high nonlinearity . The design restrictions ,
such as energy saving which is critical for a subsea robot with long term missions,
make the desig n process tougher . ln this chapter and Chapters 5 and 6, severa l
control strategi es for the dynamics of NOMAD are studied and compared. The most
suitable one is picked for implementation on the robot. This chapter discusses two
classica l contro l strategies, PIO control , and Sliding Mode Contro l.
Since NOMAD only has one degree of freedo m, the discussion of its dynamics

will concentrate on depth contr ol.

§ 4.1 Conventional PID Control Sche me
The proport ional, integra l and deriv ative control strat egy , often referred to as
PID Control , is considered purely error-driv en. Control outputs are generated based
on the difference between what should be hap pening versus what is actually
happen ing. A block diagram of a typical PIO controll er for the depth control is shown
in Figure 4.1.1.
The analog PID controllers have been used successfully in many industrial
applicat ions for over half a century . The co ntro l law is:
(Equation 4. / ./)

or the transfer funct ion is
(Eq1,alion 4.1.1)

where ,
e.(l} ""X4f"I).X (I) is the difference between the desired depth and actual depth;

x.

is the desired depth sent to the depth controller from a higher level co ntroller;

hdf"l}

is the output of the PIC contro ller , which is also the reference input to the

K,

is the proportional gain;

T,

is the integra l time constant;

inner control loop of the ballast tank;

T.

is the derivative time co nstant.

t

~
~ --~ - -

Figure 4.1. 1 PIO C Olll1ol SCheme

To implement the PIO co ntrol law by computer , transformation of Equation
4.1.1 to a discrete fonn by the Backward Differen ce Method (Ogata. 1987) gives

The increment of h"between the time kT and (Ie-l)Tis

where ,

I~ K,(l +f+!f)
l:-K,(I+%)
UJ=:K,!f
a
a

and Tis the sampling period .
Equation 4.1.4 gives the velocity form of the PID control scheme

Compared with the position form in Equation 4.1.3, the velocity form exhibits better
response characteristics, when there are sudden large Changes in the set point , or
at the start of an operat ing process .
There are onl y three independent parameters in the PIO control law. They are
highly model dependent.

The procedure for determining a "

0. 2,

a" is establishing

the plant model, linearizing the nonlinear parts at the working point, and calculating
0.1, 0.2,

a" in the frequency domain based on the criteria for stability , steady state

error and sett le time. Usually the parameters a" aI , D.3 have to be adjusted whi le the
controller is working. It is hard to set them up in dry-land tests.
The disadva ntag e of a basic PID controller for subsea robot dynam ics is its
lack of robustness and lack of ability to deal with the model uncertainty and
nonl inearity which are common in the ocean envlronmenl

Thus ,

the basic PIC

controller woul d not be the most suitabl e candidate for subsea ta sks.

§ 4.2 Sliding Mode Control Scheme
The sliding mod e control strategy combines the computed load technique
(Development Group, 19(4) with a switching type of erro r-d riven compensation.
Switching helps counteract uncertaint ies and is said to make control more robust
(SIo1ine and COetsee, 1986). It ensures that there is always some measure of control
when uncerta inties have known upper bounds .

Sliding mode contro l is based on the concep t of the • sliding control • requ iring
all trajectorie s to converge on a time-varying sliding surface , S(I), as shown in Figu-e
4.2.' . The sliding surface is often referred to as the switching surface and is an
idealized state trajectory,

A state trajectory is a quantitative description of the

condit ion or state of the system through a period of time (Sloline and sastry , 1983). High
speed switch ing feed back control is used in an atte mpt to make the state trajectory
lie along the switching surface, S = O.

Figure 4.2.'

"'"

The SWitch Surface S(t) in the Sliding Mode Control

In the case of depth control of NOMAD, one starts by defining the sliding line,
as shown in Figure 4.2.1:

(Equation 4.2.1)
where ,
S is the measure of the algebrai c distance to the sliding surface , S{t):

ex is the difference between desired and actual dep th;
1, is the bandwidth.

As is generall y the case , the sliding equation is one order lower than the
system order . The goal of this control strategy is to make S zero . If S, which drives

e.., can be made zero , then e.. must decay and the actual robot depth will match the
desired position .

Sliding mode control uses the Lyapunov stability method , specifically
Lyapunov's direct metho d, to ensure system stab ility . Wh en the control inpul s satisfy
the • sliding condition- the control algorithm is said to be a true l ya punov funct ion.
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Lyapunov's theory is based on the fad that for the system to remain stable the
system energy must decrease with time until it comes to rest at its equilibrium state
or position . Lyapunov introduced a fictitious energy function , named the Lyapunov
function, since there is no simple way of defining an ene rgy term mathemat icall y. A
Lyapun ov function, denoted as f/ . is a scalar fundion satisfying Lyapuno v's stabi lity
theorems and is based on the state variables for the system . State variables are a
set of variab les which completely define the system at any instant in time. The time
deriva tive of the l yapunov functi on establishes the stabi lity of the system . If the time
de rivative , dVidt, is negati ve the system is stable . This method determines system
stability without solving state equations, wh ich is quite advantageous for nc nnnear
and time-varying systems that have complex state equati ons.
In the case of simple depth positioning of NOMAD , the l yapun ov runctlon . VI .
and its time derivative may be defined as

VI = M ; a, 5 1

~= S (M+ al)~

(Eq uati on .1.2.1)

The time derivative of the l yapun ov fund ion must be negat ive to en sure
syste m stability . This condition which constra ins trajectories to be directed towar ds
the sliding line is called the sliding condition :

(Equatiotl 4.2.J)
where,

~

is a negat ive cons tant.

In order to determine the value for dVj 'dt wh ich will ensu re system stability, S
and dS/dt must be defined in terms of the state variables and subst ituted into
Equation 4.2.2.
Substituting the tracking error , which is norma lly defined as the desired
position of the robot minus the actual posit ion , e..- x, - x, into the slid ing equatio n,
Equation 4.2.1, gives

(Equa tion 4.2.4)

Its time der ivative is

(Eq uatiotl 4.2.5j

where,
Xi

is the desired robot depth ;

X

is the actual robot depth .
Rearranging the equation of motion (Equation 3.1.2) and including a term of

disturbance force Fi ll gives

d'. __ I_( F +F
dt ! - M + a~

,

...

-a
I

~~ )
dt [dil

(Equa tion 4.2.6)
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Substitution of Equation 4.2.6 into Equation 4.2.5 g ives

(Equati on .J.2.7)

Equation 4.2.7 gi ves the value of dSldt in terms of the state variables, but
unfortunately, the paramet ers M "'al and a / and the disturban ce , FJu , are unk nown .
Let M +ti1. til and F. be the best estimates of uncertain parameters M "'al and a / and
disturbance F,Ju. If Ihese values for M -+-al. ai, and F,Juwere exact , then the force

th~t

would keep S fixed is

(Equ ation -1.2.8)

In order 10 sati sfy the sliding conditi on despite uncertainty, a discon tinuous
control term is added to the continuous control law. The lowe st level sliding mode
control str ategy uses ideal relay compensation and lets

F, = F, + KRsign (S ).
where , KR is the rela y gain , and

sign(S) - + /

ijS >O

(Equalio n .J.2.9)

sign(S) --1

ifS "o

Throu gh substitution of Equation 4.2.8 into Equation 4.2.9 and substitution of
the resultan t equation for F, Into Equation 4.2.7. the dS/d/ equation becomes

:!§.= - ' - [ca
dt
M + a:
I

- a )~~
- (F... - F ) +ca. - a.{d:~~
+.tdx~
_).~J
-K S;gn(s >]
dt rdil
dr
dt
dt
I

du

•

•

R

(Equa/ion J.2.10)
Equation 4.2.10 with exact values for M +a;, 0 1 and

F~u

reduce s to

~ = - ~ s;gn(S)
dl

M+a~

In this case. S wou ld go to zero and cause ex to deca y. W ith inexact M "'a!, 0 1
and Fdo>. a sliding mode control strategy tries to adjust the rela y gain. KR• so that the
time derivative of "I is always more negative than ; 'Sl.
Substitutio n of Equation 4.2.10 Into Equat ion 4.2.2 gives a general fonn for
rflj /dl.

~ = [COl- al )~I~ - (Fdu - F.. ) +(o: -a:)(d;;Zd ~/ ).~) KRsign(S)]S
+).

= [( P - P>- K RSign (S)] S

-

-

(Equalion J.2./ I)

where . P-P is the error in the estim ated values for M"'az.a/ and Flu of the system.
Compar ison of Equation 4.2.11 with Equation 4.2.3 gives

ss

The value for the relay gain, K R• must be large enough to ensure stabilization.
A good estimate of

IP- PI is necessary

for sliding mode control to function properl y.

Unfortunately, it is very difficult to estimate values for the uncertain parameters

M~ al

and a/ and the disturba nce, F"u , and thus obtai ning a good estimate of I P -

PI is

close to impossible (Muggerkfge. 1994).
Even though there are some modifica tions to the class ical sliding mode
control , such as using a Fuzzy Logic Controller to change the slope of the sliding line
(Xu and Smith , 1995). it still requires a high rate switching in the control output to force
the state variables to a desir ed trajecto ry (Cristi. Papoulias 2l'1 d Healey. 1990).

Every

switching in the control output , as described in Equation 4.2 .9 means a change of
flow direction in or out of

stored in NOMAD .
quickly .

the ballast tank , 'Ntlich consumes the compressed air

A high freque ncy of switching

will drain the energy source

Therefore. based on energy conservation conside rations , Sliding Mode

Contro l would not be an appropr iate strategy for NOMAD .

ss

CHAPTER 5

NEURAL NETWORK BASED ADAPTIVE CONTROL SCHEME

Control of an underwater robot is difficult because its dynamics is high ly
nonlinear and its operating environment is very unpredictable.

Classical control

strategies exhibit their shortcomings in such applications (Hinch ey and Muggeridge,
1994). A new control scheme using neural networks to deal with the difficulties in the
depth control of NOMAD is developed in this PhD project . It has been simulated with

a virtual plant of NOMAD . This neural network based control scheme consists pf
three main parts :
1. A neural net based Identifier (NNI) to identify the dynamic behav ior.

2. A neural net based Adjuster (NNA) in the forward path to generate the signal to
control the depth.
3. A second order Optimized Linear Reference or OLR model.
This scheme theoretically does not need a physical model of the subsea
robot. However, such models could be used in the early stages of the development
of a neural network based controller to speed up the training process . In this
Chapter. a digital simulation of the neural network scheme is developed and results
of the simulation are presented .

"

§ 5.1 Configurati on f or the Neural Netwo rk Controller
1.

Prob lem Description
Consider

a discrete-time multiple-input multiple-output

nonlinear plant

described by the following set of difference equations

PI
ant

{ X ,Ch

I)

=I(X,( k), U(k»

(Equa tion 5.1./)

«k) =h ( X, (k ~ U( k))

wnere. in terms of the real number field R, X,e R", ; eR and UeRm are state. output
I

and input vectors respectively. and j :R" lI"Rm-+R" and h:R"xRm_ R1 are different iable
nonlinear functions. The plant assumes that functions f and h are unknown and the
state vector X,(k) is accessible at time k. In the case of the robot NOMAD. the state
variables of the robot body model are the depth and vertical velocity, if the model is
simplified to a second order system. They are physically measurable at any time by
the depth sensor and a differentia l device.

2.

Feed Forward Neural Network
Neural networks exhibit great potential in handling the nonlineari ty and

uncertainty existing in the dynamic control of subsea robots (Hinchey, 1994).
Much research has been carried out on the static neural network. which is
powerful in pattem recognition and function reconstruction (Yuh. 1990). The basic
structure of this type of neural network (Lu. 1993). is shown as in Figure 5.1.1.
It is known that a small feedback system is equivalent to a large and possibl y

"

infinite static system (Hush and Home. 1993). This is because an infinite number of
static logic gates would be needed to emulate a machine with arb itrary finite states
(Jln and Gupt a. 1995) .

RguffJ 5.1.1

3.

SchemalicFl:epr_rrtationof Static Ne..a1NelWllrlc

Dynamic Neural Network
To establish the input-output rela tions for a dynamic system, where the input

and output are both time dependent variables, state feedback has to be introduced
into the static neural network . The general idea is that the values of state variables
in the next step is pred icted using the current values of the state variables. Then the
state variables are fed back to the neur al network input. A gen eral expression of this
type of neural network with slate feedback is given by the followi ng equation:

Z( k + O = -A. Z(k )+Acr (Z(k» + BU( k)
{ X(k):CZ(k)

(Equation 5.1.1)

where,
ZeR", Xe R1 and Ue Rm

are neural state, output and input vector s;

Ae R"' ", Be Rn• m• Ce R1• n

are connection weight matrices linking the neural state,

ss

output and input vectors;

A.is the feedback gain for contro ll ing state variable Z(k) deca ying, which is chosen
between 0 and 1.
a: R"--+(-1, 1)" is a sigmo idal funct ion veetor which is chosen as afinput) .. tan(input) .

The structure of a dy namic neural network is shawn in Figure 5.1.2. Note that the '1"'
term in Figure 5.1.2 comes from a

'1 transforma tion or a laplace transform ation of a

sampled data system.

FiglH8 5. 1.2

SchematicRepresentation of DynamicNeural NetwQrk

The Basic Appro ximation The orem (Funahashi andNakamuna, 1993) indica tes thaI:
assuming VJ to be a continuo us vecto r function defi ned on R' H R' , consider a set of
difference equations which cou ld be regard ed as a state transition process of a
physical system:

< (k+ 1)= ~« (k))

(Equ ation 5. t.s)

and a dynami c neural network with zero input

6Q

Z(k +/) - -J.Z(k) - Ao(Z(k))

(Equation 5.1../)

X(k) - C Z(k)
n

where, Z€ R , X€ R I . With an appropriate initial state, there exists an inequality with
an arbitrary e ;>0 0 as follows :
(Equation 5.1.5)
The learning process of the neural network is to update the weight matrices ,
so that the output error between the transition process of the physical system and the
output of the dynamic neural network converges to zero as k-+a:l. Thus the
identification for the unknown dynamics is reached.
If the weights of a neural network are taken into account as the unknown
parameters of a nonlinear system, the weight learning problem of the neural network

can be phrased as a parameter identification problem for the dynamic nonlinear
system. The truth of the above statement is held for a neur al network based dynamic
controller .

The back -propagation algor ithm fO( the multiple-layered feed forwa rd

neural networks (MF NN) has many successful applications (Miyamoto, Kawato, Setoyama
and

Suzuki, 1988). A simple and natural extension of this training algorithm is suitable

to train dynamic neural networks , which was first studied by Williams and Zipser
(Williams and

Zipser, 1989) and Narendra and Parthasarthy (Narendra and Parthasarthy,

1991).
Given a transition process ;(1) described in Equation 5.1.1. which a dynamic
neural network (Equation 5.1.2) is supposed to follow, a sum-squared error function
could be defined as follows :
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,(k) = 1 X( k) - « k) I'

(Equ a tion 5. / .6)

Partition of the matrices A, Band C in Equat ion 5.1.2 gives

A=[~]

s=[n

c=[~:J

Using the gradient descent technique , the weight updating formula tions for the
purpose of minimizing the error function can be obtained as

alk + I) ::: a,( k )- '1 a:~~) I ~
b,(k + 1) ;; b,(k j- 17<7 :~~)I.
c,(k + 1) ::: c,( k ) -'l

where , E(k) = { e/(k) .

. elk}

l' .. I

(Equation 5./.7)

a:~~) I.

xdk)-~tfk),

x,(k)-<UkJ

l and 'l

O is a

learning rate . The partial der ivatives on the right-hand side of the above equations
are computed at time instant k :
As the weight matrices A, B, C are updated,

f!(Jc) conv erges to its minim um,

!~e( k)=O.

4.

Architecture of the Neural Network Controller for Depth Contro l

The neural network controller (NNC) for the depth control of NOMAD is
divided into three parts as shown in Figure 5.1.3.
The Identifier (NNI) for the plant is actually a state estimator which represent s
a model of the unknown nonlinear plant. It consists of a three layer neural network .
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The hidden layer has 8 neurons with a tan ( ) type sigmoida l mapping funct ion. The
output layer has 2 neurons with a linear mapping function . When the network of the
Identifier is being trained , the error E", is used to update the weight matrice s in the
Identifier and force the sum-squared error II E",11 2 to fall into a minimum , which allows
the output of the Identifier X", to follow the variation of the state variables Xp in the
real world plant.
A desired second order linear model is chosen as a reference for the plant. It
is not difficult to design such an optimized model by the Linear Quadrat ic Regulator
LQR method for a second order system. This reference model has a satisfactory
response to command inputs for the depth.

Figurw 5.1.3

Three Main Parts of ltIe Neural Netw<lr1r. Based ContJolef : NNA, NNI, OLR

The Adjuster (NNA), which is the main controller in the forward path , is also a
three layer neural net with a hidden layer of 6 neurons. The weights in the Adjuster
are updated by a back propagation algor ithm. The error Ep

,

the difference between
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the output of the reference model and the output of the Identifier. is back propagated
to the Adjust er and the weights in the Adjuster are modified to force the sum-eqc erec
error

lIEP/1 2 to a minimum . For each net of NNI and NNA , a trial and error procedu re

was used to find an adequate number of hidden neurons.
In terms of the input-o utput relationship , the dynam ics of the Identifie r cou ld
be expressed as

Identifi er

z .,r k + I) ;::- 1 ",Z",(k ) + A..a (Z..( k )) + B..F,(k )
{ X",(k);:: C",z.,( k)

(Equation 5./.8)

where ,
Fp{k) is the driving input to the Identifier, the same as to the plant;
Z"fIc) is the intermediate variable in the Network NNI;
X".(/c) is the output of the Identifier;

A_ B_ C...are the weights of the neural net in the Identifie r,
1", is the feedba ck gain for controlling state variable Z".(/c) decaying, which is chos en

between 0 and 1.
The dynamics of the Adjuster could be expressed as

Adjuster

rZ.(k + I) ;:: -1#Z.(") + A#G( ZJ k) ) + B# x~ (k)
I F/ k ) = C.Z.l k)

(Equation 5 . / . 9)

where .
z.(lc) is the intermediate variable in the network NNA:

:r.Jfk) is the set poin t for the depth control system, which is also sent to the optimized

reference model ;

Fp(Tc) is the output of the Adjuster . which is proport ional to the set point for the water
level in the ballas t tank, as well as the input to the Identifi er:
A", B", C" are the weights of the neural net in the Adjuste r;

A"is the feedback gain for controlling state variable Z,,(Ic) deca ying, which is chosen
between 0 and 1.
The error fu nction for training the dynamic neural network NNI is
(Equation 5.1./0)

where ,

Xp(k) is the state vector in the real world plant;
X..(lc) is the output of the Identifier;
n is the number of the state variables in the real world plant,

and
<,(kl= IX,(kl-X.(k f =

t

(x.(k) -x_(k»'

(Equat ion 5. I. IJ)

where ,
X,(k) is the state variable of the Optimized linear Referen ce (OLR) mode l.

Th e error vector E,(lc) ~ (r,/(lc)-r",,(lc). .•.• r",(lc)-x"",(lc) jT is used to train the
Adjust er in the forwa rd path of the system, while E../k) ={rp/(lc)-r ../(lc), ..., r ,.,(k) -x..,(k)

l

is chosen to train the Identifier as a dynam ic model of the unknown plan t. The main
updating formulations for the weights are given as follows :
For the weights in the Adjuster

6S

(EquaJion 5.1.11)

and for the weight s in the Identifier

(Equation S. I. I J)

The output X./k) of the Identifier is forced 10 home in on the real state vector
X,(k) of the plan t which is assumed to be ava ilable at the time instant k.

If the

unkJ'la.Nn plan t, as shown in Figure 3.2.1. is perfectly identified by the Identifi er (NNI)
after the learning process. the followi ng relationsh ip cou ld be established :

(Equati on 5.1. 1./)

Next. the Identifier could be treated as a kn own mode l of the plant. By the Equation
5.1.12. the error £,ITc). which is the difference between the outputs of the OLR model
and the Identffier . is fotced to zero after a numbet of iteranone Ot epochs .

(Equation 5.1. /5)

Equating Equation 5.1.14 with 5.1.15 gives
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l~X.(k) - X,(k~ = 0 ,

(Eqll uti on 5. / . J6)

which makes the state variable X,IJe) approach the state variable X,(k) in the OLR

model.

The overall performance of this control scheme depends upon both the

Adjuster Neural Net (NNA) and Identifier Neural Net (NNI): the performance of NNA
is closely related with that of NNI. So a higher convergence requirement should be
imposed on the training process for the NNI.
The identification process of the plant could be carried out either on-line or
oft·line . If on-line identification was adopted, a high speed Digital Signal Processor
(OPS) for NNI training or a chip with a hardware based neural network would be
necessary.

In the research for the control system of NOMAD, only the ctt-une

training scheme was studied .

§ 5.2 Optimized Design for the Linear Reference Model
The most effective and widely used technique for optimal design of a linear
control system is the method of linear quadratic regulator (LOR) (Williamsand Zipser,
1989) .

Considering a linear system

~,(,) = A, X,(I) + B, U ,(I ) ,

(Equation 5.2.1)

the goal of the optimization is to find a control input U.(t) which minimizes the
quadrat ic cost function
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J=

I

( X;(t)Q X .ft) +U;(I) RU.r t) )dt

(EquatiOlJ $.2.2)

where Q is a symmetric positive semidefinite nxn matrix and R is a symmetric positive

defin ite mxrn matrix. They are used to put the emphas is on minimizing one of the
terms

I

X; ( I )X. ( I )dJ

The problem can be simplified by taking Q ...# and R - l to get

(Equation 5.2.))

where ;

is the weight coeffici ent used to put emphasis on response time or on

ene rgy saving while the objecti ve function J is minimiz ed.
For the lineariZed model of the robot at the regu lar working speed

Xo ...

0./ m/s ,

as shown in Figure 3.4.2. the open loop transfer function of the robot body has a
form of a second order system
O(s) ",- x(s) "' ~= 0.13>10.15
F,(s) .("6.67s + l ) s( s + O.lS )

(Equa tion 5.2.-1)

Comparison of Equation 5.2.4 with the transfer funct ion of a standard second order
system

G( s) = -

w'
- "-

-

s (s+ 2 ~ ,(iJ", )

(Equat ion 5.2.5)

.

gives the natural frequency of the robot O)"j- O.U and damping ratio 9 <= 0.5.

From

Figure 3.4.1 we notice that the drag force will increase as the speed increases .
Therefore , the damping ratio of the robot will change with speed due to the
nonlinearity. Equations 3.4 .1 to 3.4.6 together with Equation 5.2.5 indicate that 9

will increase when the speed

.1:..

increases.

Obviously the dynamics of

the robot

would not be satisfactory.
We assume that the Optimized Linear Reference (OLR) model results from
the linearized robot body model with an optimized state feedback as shown in Figure
5.2. 1.

~- ~'------r~
,
~

!~
~ =-~

Rgure 5.2. 1

Structure or The Optimal Linear Referel'lCeModel

The state equat ion of the linearized robo t body model with a state feedback is

X , (I) = AI X, ( / ) + 8/",(1)
" ,(I ) = K,X,(/) +x,At )

(Equa tion 5.1.6)

where
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We assume that the Optimal linear Reference (Ol R) model has a form of
(E qua#on5.2.7)

Substit uting the second equat ion in Equation 5.2.6 into the first equati on, and
compa ring with Equation 5.2.7 gives
A, =A, +B,K,
B, = 8/

\
-

(Equation 5.2.8)

'---EJf------ = =------'
- - --

-IG I - -------'

Figure 5.2.2 Detailed Structure of The Optimal Unear Reference Mode l

The detaile d structu re of the OlR model is shown in Figu re 5.2.2.

To

determi ne the gain matrix K" the most effective and wide ly used tech nique is the
linear quadratic method (La). The goa l is to find a contro l input u,(t) =K,x,ft) which
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minimizes the quadratic cost fI.x1ction in Equation 5.2.2 or Equat ion 5.2.3 when
system input x.t) -O .

There is a well-de veloped tool bo x in Matlab for design of such a stat e
feed back gain K,. In the depth control problem of NOMAD , the energy consump tion
shoul d be emphasized. A control input u,(t) with longer pen ce or larger ampl itude is
not preferred. Thus ; is picked in the range 0 .3 to 0.5 for the design of the feedbaCk

gain matrix K,. After a few tri als and itera tions, the following was cbtaloed:

This gives the linear reference model parameters·

A =
•

-u:,,,••,, ~k., .
1
[

(Equation 5.2.9)

B,= B,
Since the state feedback does not change the system order , the refere nce model is
still a second order system (Brogan, , gg, ).

Th e charaderistic equat ion of th e

ref er ence mode l has the foll owi ng form:
(Equati on's.2. / 0)
Compari son of the po lynomial Jsl-A~ with Equation 5 .2 .10 gives

Q)., = Q)..,.Ft; = 02
; . = -!...-(2 ; ,Q).., - 1V ~k'1)

2".

=O.707

(Equation 5.2.//)
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The location of the eigenvalues of the OLR
model on the complex plane is shown in
Figure 5,2.3. It is

noti~

that the reference

model has a good dynamic performance.
The overshoot

O'p

of the system when it

" -----+---i

responds to a step input is

Figun! 5.2.3 location of the Eigenvalues
of the Optimal Unear Reference Model

<.

O' , = e -

R

s S%

and the settle time is
I =_J_= _ _
J _ ",,21sec.
0.707 . 02

• ,;,w...

The step response of the OLR model is shown in Figure 5.2.4.
Theoretically speaking , a state feedback can locate the eigen values to any
desired positions and make the settle lime as small as wanted if the system can
provide a control input U(t) with a big enough amplitude (Lu. Tlanand Chai 1991). In the
case of NOMAD , the maximum control input to the plant is proportional to the
maximum buoyancy and weight the ballast tank can provide. It is restricted by the
capacity of the physical driving device . Since the objective funct ion J in Equat ion
5.2.2 and 5.2.3 takes the control effect U(t) RU(t) into account, the Linear Quadratic
(La) design method gives an optimized state feedback gain K, under this constraint.
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Figure 5.2.4

Respo nse of the Opl imal Lin e ar Ref erence Mod el to a Unit Step Input

§ 5.3 Numeric Simulation For The Neural Network Based Adaptive Control .

Since the actual model of the subsea robot is highl y nonlinear and uncertain,
dynamic neural networks are used to identify the actual robot model and force the
output of the actual robot to approach that of the OLR model.

In this case the

unknown nonlinear plant could have approximately the same dynamic performance
as the OLR model.

1.

Model Description
Two files contain the model information.

model of the robot.

The file .rob contains the actual

The parameters in this model are isolated from the control

system. The input and output of the model described by the file .rob are treated as
the actual input and output of the subsea robot. The actual nonlinear model is

13

(Equation 5.3.1)

where x" . x~ are the state variable s rXthe actual robot.
Acco rding to the concl usion in §3.2 a ,-31.5. aI-IS. M - J5.
The file .ref contains the Optimal Line ar Reference or OLR model. which has
the desired dynamic perfonnance . SubstiMion of Equation 5.2.9 into Equation 5.2.7
gives:

wher e 9 - 0.5. OJr.t- O. J.I. k.l - .7.14, K.l"'" -2 are as calculated in section § 5.2.
A thi rd order Runge-Kutta Algorithm is applied to solve Equ ation 5.3.1 and
5.3.2 and calcul ate the state variables wh ich correspo nd to the input s. Specificall y
the state x;.is the response of the reference model to the command in put

x~,

while the

state x;. is the response of the actual robot model to the contro l input F,.. which is also
the output of the neural network Adjuster (NNA).

2.

Training the Neural Network Identifi er (NNI)
To identify the actual model of the robot. a back propagat ion algorithm (IEEE,

1992a) is applied to train the Identifier (NNI), which has three laye rs . The hidden
layer consi sts of 8 neuron s with tangent sigmoidal functions .

The output layer

"

consists of 2 neurons with linear functions . The number of neurons in the output
layer should equal to the number of outputs of the neural network.
The training procedure is shown in Figure 5.3.1, where :
T,

is the sample period.

T, ~O.Js.

x, /(k) is the state variable, actual speed at the time JeT
,.

xpJ(k) is the state variable, actual depth at the time JeT,.
Fp{1c)

is the force created by the ballast tank. When positive, it represents the
graVity force . when negative it represents the buoyancy force .

.1x, t(lc) . AxpJ(Jc) are the actual increments of xp,(Jc).x~) at the time JeT,.
dx ..tfk). dx"y(lc) are the estimated increments of x, /{k). x,Jflc) at the time JeT,

e",,(lc). e..w(1c) are the estimation error at the time JeT..
x",,(k+ I). x..w(lc+I) are the estimated speed and depth at the (1c+ J) T,.

If the neural network based controller were applied to the subsea robot , the
values of the actual state variables could be directly obtained from the sensors . In
the numerical simulation they are generated in the following way:
(1)

Define the ranges of the input and state variables
:C,t e[-.speed

Xp1e [

mar. speed mar] ;

deplh min. depth mar) ;

F,e[:force mar.
(2)

+ force

mar} .

Divide each input and state variable respectively into some intervals, for

example, divide the range of Xp l into
the range of F, into

n,

intervals.

nt

intervals , the range of

X, 1

into

n1

intervals and

The divisions do not have to be even.

The
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simulation indicates that smaller intervals around the equilibrium point , such as rpl z O,
Fp=O. will give a more precise neural network. For example. in Figure 5.3.2• .x,l is

evenly divided, but .xpl and Fp are not The intervals of .xpl around the point .x,I- O and
that of F, around F, =Oare much smaller.

I ir,,, i
r , lI

' p,

I I I
F.

F.

Fillure5.3.2

(3)

i
i I

III
I

:r,1.11

'".

' ",

I II I ! I

n,lntMw.. rorx ..

n, Im.v.ls lor x ..

: F~ I II"IrterYllIsfor

F.

0
O/Vislons fo r Ih, Ranges of lh , Trainin g Variable&

Combining each interval in every input and state variable to simulate all the

possi ble circumstances the subsea robot could encounter gives the training input for
NNI.

.t,1l .x, H "' r,1I
X p1}

r , 1J " ' X,1}

F"

F,l ···F,..
(Equation 5.3.J)

which is a 3x(nl xrl2xn,) matrix.
To avoid wildly fluctuating training data, incremental changes in state
varia bles Axpl. &" 1 are used instead of the absolute values of .xpl. Xp1 as the training
target. Then the data would drop into the flat ranges of sigmoidal functions as shown
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in Figure 5.3.3, which accelerates convergence of the training process .

cr( lnputJ

Input

The Increments of the State Variables
most likely drop in the Shadow Area
Figure 5.3.3 Flat Portion of the Sigmoid suo ctrcn (Shadow Area)

The solution of the difference equat ion of the actual robot gives the trainir:-tg
target:
_

NNI.TR

r~-

[

~

...~

, 1.1
,I,,,.,
Ax' 2.I .. . Ax, 1",

··· Ar, I.",...,
.•. Ax, l.", .",

(Eq uation 5.3.4)

When the Difference Equation Resolver and the Identifier NNI are fed with the same
training input, their responses ..:1Xp(k) and ..:1X...{k) are compared . The errors

e lM

and

eboo are used in the back propagation algorithm to calculate the modification matrices

.1WA/, .1WS1 , .1WC1 to update the weight matrices in the Identifier

W.t/_ =WA/oW +6W.t/
WS1_ = WBl c>14 +6W81

(Equation 5.3.5)

Wcr_ = WCJooU +dWC'J
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In the numerica l simulation, the training pairs NNI.TR_ and NNI. TR,_, are
organized in batch form . A training performance index is defined as the sum of
squa red errors'

(E q llalioll 5.J. 6)

where e..,(k) is the error in the estimation of the ft h state variable for the kth pair of
training data in the matr ices NNI. TR,~p>Jl and NNI. TR,"'Jl<l '
Whe n the train ing process is ongoing, SSE should decrease , As soon as it
falls down below a sati sfactory leve l. the training process is terminated.
In the simulation , the fo llowing parame ters are specified for training the
Identifier NNI :
(1)

Speed range Xp/(k) = [.2,2 ] m /s: 1I1 ~11

(2)

Depth range Xpl(k) - [0, 8J m.,

(3)

Driving Force Fp(k) =[.60 . 601 N,

(4)

Sampling period

n~

:

- 8 ..
II p

=17;

r.-o.ts .

Figu re 5.3.4 shows SSE as it drops down very quickly at the start of training
and slows down later .

The training process stops when SSE is without significant

decrease.
When the neural network NNI is well trained , it should have precise ly the
same time response as the actual robot, no matter if the input force or state variables
are in the tra ining pair NNI.lRJ"P'" and NNI.TRr,,'P' or not. Figure 5.3.5 shows typical
time responses of the actual robot model and the neural network NNI model. They

"

show that the neural network NNI has stored the dynamic informa tion of the actual
robot in the weight matrice s W.u . Wm and Wo .

Figure 5.3.4

3.

Sum-5quilred Error in The Training of The Neural Netwo rX Identifier

Training the Neura l Network Adjuster (NNA)
The neural netwofk based Adjuster NNA also has t1Yee layers. The hidden

layer cons ists of 6 neurons . The output layer has only one neuron . since there is
onl y one output F, from the Adjust er.

Tangent sigmoidal functions and linear

funct ions are adopted for the hidde n layer and output layer respecti ....ely. The same
sampling pe riod as in the NNI

T, ~O./

is adopted for training NNA.

The train ing

scheme for NNA is shown in Figure 5.3.6, where:
x,/(lc). X'l(k) are the state ....ariables in the Optimal Linear Reference or OLR model at

the limekT,:
x.,(k +/) . x,ft-../) are the state variables in OLR at the time (Tc .... l)T. responding to the
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state variables x. ,(1c) . x.il) and depth set point xflc) at the time feT._ (They are
calculated by the Runge-Kutta method based on the OLR mod el cont ained in the file
.n f) ;
4x./(k) . dJ:.z(k) are the increments of state variable X.I(1) and x.$1) at time feT..
e, /(1). e,J(k)

are the network error used by back propaga tion algorithms to carcutete

JW...... . .1Wo!A . and .1WGl

•

which update the weight matrices W...... . W... and W..A

W
WM

:

_ ~W~ - .1WM :

W/l./_ -.dw",. ;

(Equatioll 5. J . 7)

The pairs of inputs and targets for training the Adjus ter are organized in a
batCh form in the simulation
The training ranges and the numbe r of divisions for each are shown in Table

5.3 .1.

Table 5.3 _1 The Training Ranges and Divisions
Range

Number of Divisions

S~ed

x.,(k) . x, /{k)

[. J. 2 )nu

,,/ =11

Depfh

x.ft). x,ft)

(0. 8 ( m

" 1 "8

(I . ~ m

",, - 12

V ariables

Set poi" t fo r Depth

'<!<i

I)

Com bi nation of each interva l of x./(k), x,;{k) and xA) gives the input matrix for
train ing NNA:

NNA.TR1_

=

x ••I · · · X . II

[x.". ·,x,u
x .:
x...r " x...
X'~ I '

x'~ J " , x': J

1

x J I ·· · x ..

x. I., ·

x."]
'x
x"
x.:.., · · x . :",
...

1...... . , . .. ,

{Equation 5.3. 8)

Th e solution of the difference equation of the refe rence mode l give s the target
matrix fo r train ing the neural network Adjus ter (NNA)

NNA.TR,...... =

["""

(£ '1110';0115 .3.9)

~. :.

As in the training for the Identifier (NN I), an SSE index is defined to indicate
the training performance for the Adjuster N NA

(Eqllor;0 1l 5.J.l0)

Figure 5.3 .7 shows SS£.VYA versus the training epochs . It is noticed that the
convergence speed in tra ining the Adjuster Network (N NA) is slowe r than in training
the Identifier Network (NNI). The process of train ing the Adjuster (NNA) is based on
the traine d Iden tifier (NN I): the neural network mode l error in NNI greatly influences
the speed and accu racy in trai ning NNA

-.
,,'

:::
10'

•

- - --

_

Hi'

Fig.- 5,3.7

_
EO"

Sum-Squwed Error in The T~ of The

N~

Network Adjuste r

Typical time responses of the neural network based depth con trol system and
the Optimal Linear Refer ence or OLR model to a step depth set point inp ut are
shown in Figures 5.3.8 and 5,3.9. It is noticed that the output of the actual robot is
approxim ately the same as that of the OLR mode l. Th e minor oscillation with

an

amplitude 0.15 m in the steady slate is caused by the training error , mainly in the
process for trai ning the ne t of NNA.

If more data wer e integrated into the training

pairs, NNA. TR1"P'" and NNA. TRT."l"'' and if more neur ons were adopted into the hidden
layer of the net NNA, the amplitude of the oscilla tion would
However the trai ning time would incr ease greatly .

be much smaller.

Figure 5.3.10 shows the time

responses of the actual ro bot and the O LR model to a sine wave input.
The work for the neural network controlle r which was done in this PhD project
is based on off-line nume rical simulatio n. Result s ind icate that the Neural Network
Based Adaptive Contro lle r has great potential to treat unknown non linear models
such as that of a subsea robot. It drives the unkno wn nonlinear model to app roach
the dynamic pelfo rmance of an Optimal Linear Refer ence model. However, there is

still a rot of further work involved in applying this technology to the subsea robot
control . The most important thing is to significantly increase the training speed when
neural networks are applied to on-line model identifi cation and network training.
Some specially designed VLSI chips using hardware logic to implement the back
propagation training algorithm would greatly increase the computing speed , which
indicates that practical applications of the neural networ1< based controllers are
possible . However , it would increase the cost of the robot , and therefore , go against
the objective of a low cost robot des ign.
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CHAPTER 6 FUZZY VARIABLE STRUCTURE SWITCHING CONTROL SCHEME

Fuzzy logic is presentl y being developed extensi vely for control for plant s with
complex and often not precisely known dynamics (L.ee. 1990). In almost all cases, the
basis of a fuzzy control law is heuristic knowledge about a suitable control strategy .
This know ledge is usually acqui red by intervi ew ing operato rs who have a lot of
experie nce in the manual contr ol of the plant. Howeve r, whe n this is not avai lable. it
can also come from numerical simulation (Togai. 1991).
Because there are some inherent defects in classical contro l strategies and
the Neural Network Based Control System is computationally expensi ve, a more
re liable and economical control scheme , Fuzzy Variable Structure Switching (FVSS)
Control. is put forwa rd and detaile d in this Chapter. This strategy causes the robot
to under go a self-exc ited oscilla tion known as a limit cycle. To enhance the system
stability and diminis h the amplitude of the limit cycle, hyste res is and phase lead
compensation are introd uced into this control strategy.
Dig ital simulat ion in the time domain and the descr ibi ng function method of
analysis in the frequency domain are applied to the fuzzy log ic controller with and
without hysteresis and phase lead compensation.

The study indicated that this

control scheme is not only stable and robust but also energy saving

Because of

this, it was then adapted to be physically insta lled on the robot.
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§ 6.1 General Description for the Fuzzy Control Scheme
For the depth contro l of the subsea robot NOMAD , a possible fuzzy controller
is shown in Figure 6.1.1.

Moving the block of coefficient pA_ backwa rd and

including it in the main controller. the equivalent block diagram could be drawn as
shown in Figure 6.1.2. where ArQIIt is the cross sectional area of the ballast tank and p
is the density of sea water .

~
i~ I
I

Fuzzy L og ic Co ntr olle r
d

t

L.j}]-J

Rgure6. f .2

~
pA r....

"""C."'~"

Feedba ck

Equ iva lentBlock Diag ra m After M olling theG ain p A r.... Backward

The fuzzy controller has two inputs:
( 1)

the erro r of the depth erfk)- x,/k) -x(k) :

"

(2)

the deri vative of the error e(k )=-id(k) - i( k) ;

and one output, the desired driving force
and a weight force when F.(kj:·O

F~(1c).

It is a buoyancy force when F•.(k) 0,

Obviously when F.(1c)=0. the rob ot should maintain

a neutral buoyanc y status .
Fuzzy sets are defined for each of these input and output var iables. Usu ally
crisp, triangula r, trapezoi dal or quadrati c membersh ip functions are used to indi cate
the degree of membership to which a variable belo ngs to a fuzzy set, as shown in
Figure 6 .1 .3.

Figure 8. 1.3

Different Definiti ons of the Membership Functi on

Note that for trapezoidal fuzz y sets, increas ing the slope in the member ship
function ( Figure (c» causes the fuzzy set to appro ximate a Boolean or crisp set.
Triangular fuzzy sets have proven popular with fuzzy logic practitione rs. A reason for
this is that the extra smoothness introduced by h igher order fuzzy sets is not stro ngly
refle cted in the outp ut quality of a fUzzy model.

In many circumstances, when the

states of the controlled plant are far away from their equilibrium, the system does not
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exhibit significant difference with the different defin itions for the fuzzy membe rship
function as shown in Figure 6.1.3. This indifference makes it possi ble to simplify the
process of fuzzificat ion and defuzzification , and even to simplify driving device s. For
the depth control of NOMAD , a fuzzy log ic controller with triangular fuzzy
membership funct ions for each input and output variable was studied using
numerical simulation . Following th is the fuzzy membership function for the output
variable of the controller was changed from a triangular shape to

a trapezoidal shape

and then approximated by a Boolean or crisp membership function. The results of
digital simulation indicate that it is possible to use a discontinuous or crisp driving
dev ice such as soleno id valve to subst itute for a continuous driv ing device such as
servo valve if a proper structure of the controller is installed.

§ 6,2 Fuzzy Dep t h Contro l with Tria n gu lar Mem bership Fu nction
Figure 6.2.1 shows the range and the defini tion of fuzzy sets for each input
and output variable. The re are five fuzzy sets , NB, NS, Z, PS, PB defined for the
error , ftJk)

~

xlflc)-x(k) ; three for the speed v,Jk) and five for the output FJk) . The

range for error ebJ is (-10, lO)m ; for speed v_(k) is (-2, 1)nvS; for force Fc(k) is
60)N.

A fuzzy set is a linguistic descrip tion of a variable.

means 'tIegative

big~

(~60.

Here, for example, NB

NS means 'hegative small" Z means zer o" and PS mean s

' positiv e smell" and so on.

9l

NB

NS

Z

PS

PB

~
'0
·' 0

NB

NS Z

PS

PB

D<>6<>CkJ

Fig ure 6.2.1

Definition of the Membership
Functions Forthe Variabres : e~ . vn>b . F:

60

" 0

The degree of the membershi p, which is represented by the vert ica l axi s wit.h
a range from 0 to 1, is calcu lated according the given value of the input variable and
the membersh ip function. It cou ld be denoted as:
pl.!{ e.(k)) E [O,I ]

where LV is the name of the fuzzy set and eft) is the value of the input variab le
p u l e~(k) is the degree to which the value of the variable e.(k) belongs to the fuzzy set

"LV ". For example when e.(k ) =/ .5 . we can either say the erro r is "positive small" or

"positive b ig" So this value of e.(k) belongs to two fuzzy sets: "PS" , ·PS". However
the degrees of membership are different. In the case of ex - e" as shown in Figure
6.2.2, we have

p ps[e.(k) =e,]=O.9.

e,

-10

10

e.,m)

iJr! V=V/ ) " 0.8
lJJ! v ~VI ) - 0 4

Figure 6 2.2 The Reasoning Process used in the Depth Controller of NOMAD Robot

Because of the overlap of the fuzzy membership functions, a variable with a
qtven value often belongs to more than one fuzzy sets
For the numer ica l simulation of the NOMAD , a rule base was built as shown in
Tab le 6.2 .1.
Table 6.2.1

Fuzzy Knowledge Rule Base for Depth Control

F,

e.
NB

"""

P

, NB

,

Z

0

,

N

" NS

NB

NS

12

NB

,

Z

PS

NS

NS

0

Z

NS

"

PS

.

PS

PS

,~

PB

,

PB

10

PS
PB

" PB

The rule base consists of 15 IF ( ... AND ... ) THEN statements
Rule 1

Rule 8

IF

error

AND

speed IS

IS

THEN fo rce

IS

IF

IS
IS

A SD

spu d

neeanve tng
po~ .lI ve

negative big

95

1MEN for«
Rule 15

IF
AND

~rro'

IS
IS
IS

posurw bIg

THEN force IS

pC1$Inve b ig

spe~d

_ ga n >Jr

With trian gular fuzzy membership fu nctiOns . the ru le base can be described by the
3D plot shown in FiQU'e 6 .2.3
There are usuall y three bas ic fuzzy log ic ope rator s: and. or.

1101 .

They are

defined as follow s:
#l_.(e(k ) .. ~. ) '" min {# A e(k ) .. .... ), # ,,(e(k )

~ >}

u ..... (~k) = ....>= max {#,, ( ~k ) '" ~~). # ,,(e(k) = )}
# :i(~k)

3

~.)

'"

1- # ,,(e( k ) = ~.)

wh ere .

max. min

are the maxi mum and minimum operators ;
is the degree of me mbersh ip to whid'l

~(k) ~ ~.

belongs 10 the

inters ecti on of fuzzy sets A and B :
is the deg ree of memberShip to wh iCh ...(Ie) . ~.. be longs to the
union of fuzzy set s A and B :
J.J :i ( e(k ) = e.)

is the deg ree of mem be rship to wh ich ff{le) -ff. does not be long 10
the fuzzy set A.

Control processes are usuall y associated wi th system inputs and outputs . In a
fuzzy system , input/output mappings are made from one universe of discour se U to
anoth er Y. For the depth con trol of NOMAD , U has

two dimensions: one is depth

..

l

~

I 7

e:'"

"

error eft). the other is speed v,.",(k) . Y has only one dimension . that is, the desired
driving force F<(lc). which is proportional to the water level in the ballast tank.
The above three operators are used to quantify the imprecision of the inputs
to the control process . Assuming that J,Y,(uJ ( i -l...., 1/

)

is the degree to which

II,

belong s to the fuzzy set A" the rules map the logic combination of these fuzzy sets A.
to the output universe Y. according to:
Rule i:
Rule ]Rulek:

If

IF
If

( A, and A~ _. and A. l mEN C.
(A,orAl .. orA"l
THEN C,
mEN C~

(not A ,)

where Ci. C, Ck are the fuzzy sets in the un iv erse Y. Similar to the defin ition of
degree of membership , which descr ibes the deg ree to which the value of a variable
belongs to a fuzzy set, a real number }lLv"(Ri)e [ 0, I 1 is defin ed as the belief level at
which the mapping result of the rule R, belongs to the fuzzy set LV in the output
uni verse Y.
The belief levels of the mapping results of rules i, j, k can be calculated as
follows (Bielawskiand Lewand. 199 1):
p :,( R.) = min {p..l, (ul). P_. , (lI~ t .. p~.(".)}

p ;,( R, )=

max{p,.,(III).P~,(II~ , .. p ...( u.)}

p ;.( Rt ) = 1- P ,.,(U,)

The output of a fuzz y contro ller y is calcu lated in the defuzzifica tion process
Several differe nt approaches are used in practice (Berenji. 1992) .

"

The weighted average
Pdr R! )

defuzziftcaticn

}lei fRt J

takes

the

(COA)

of

'- -"-

procedure

centroid of area
the

aggregated

fuzzy set C 1 and C 2 as the
output of the contr oller. This

Fi9Jte6.2.4

TheOtl1pJtoftheWeigf1tAvef'ageDeIuzzillef

is given by

where as shown in Figure 6.2.4 , s, is the area of the cropped trapezoid associated
with the fuzzy set Ci; y , is the centroid of the area s,; y is the centroid of the
aggregated areas .
The reasoning process of the fuzzy controller used for the depth contro l of
NOMAD is illus trated in Figure 6 .2 .2 . Assume that at the lime t =k T, we know from

sensor readings e.(k) =e , and v'TJllk) =v ,. Then from Figure 6 .2 .2 it farrows that

}l,..fe~ -e J -O.9

is the deg ree of membership [0 which

jJp8(e~ =eJ =O. J

is the degreeof rnembership to which e / belongs 10 " pe" ;

}l,(v wvJ -O.8

is the degree of membersh ip to which v/ belongs to "P" ;

Ji:fv- vJ -O.4

is the degree of membershi p [0 which v/ belongs [0 ··Z'· .

f!/

belongs to ··PS" ;

These cause four rules 10 fire :
Rule 4:

IF (error IS positive small) AND (s~ed is positiW) THEN / orce IS po smve smatl ;

Rule 9:

IF (error IS positive small) AND (speed is zero)

Rule 5:

IF (error IS positive big) AND(speed is positiw) THEN forc e IS positive small :

Rule 10:

IF (error IS positive big) AND (s~ed is zero)

THEN force IS po stnve small :

THEN force IS po sitive big.
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From Figure 6.2.2 belief levels for these rules are as follows:
Rule 4:

tl'hf.~) "' min ~t2 "", ). Mv .

Rule 5:

tl',,< RI )

nun (,u,.,(It~ ..It,).

"

Mv ..

Rule 9:

tl'n<R..) - min (p,s( 1t2 - " , ) .

Rulel 0:

tl'~ R,o)= min(p,.,,(It. ..It,).jJ,{

jJ,{v •

",)) - 0.1:

",»..OJ

;

",II - 0... :

v - v,ll - o.J

The output of the fuzzy controller. the driving force Fe. follows from:

~

' ,Y,

F =~
<

..

f.; ,, "

PB

14.
8yR ... S
Z

PS

!~

"'~ F~ (''''J
la .

syp.. . e
Fig~62.'

F.. I."

z

PB

to.•!

lO

60

50

tXXl,,
o

d.

60

8yR ..... '0
M.ppingResullsollhe Rul es of04, S. 9. 10.

The enclose d areas s,and centroids of these areas y , are shown in Figure 6.2.5.
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s, = (o- ,u;"(R.»a.. +a..J,u~Sl(~ )

i = 4. S,9

s..= (b.-(~a. ,,;'(R,. )+a.)) ,,;,(R,.)
y,

i = 4, S,9

» « :

y" =Hb.+(±a. ,,;,(R,o)+a.))
whe re, a;

is the half width of tria ngle which defines the membership function for

output varia ble

F~.

maximu m out put of

In simulatio n,
F~,

a.. was tried out between 15 - 25 ; b. is the

wh ich was set at 60.

The pr ogram for simulating the depth control of the subsea robot NOMAD was
implem ented using the Fuzzy Progra mming Language (FPL), which was developed
by the Toga i InfraLo gic Inc (Togai , 1993) . The cont roller exh ibits a good dyna mic
behavio r. Typi cal step respon ses are shown in Figure 6 .2.6 . A s can be seen , the
settle time, the oversh oot and stea dy state error are all satisfact ory .

§ 6,3 Fuzzy Variable Stru cture Switching Controller
With a Dis con tinuous Ou tpu t

Beside s reliability, another important object sought in the design of the
subsea robot NOMAD is low co st. As mentioned in Chapter 2, a wate r level detector
is installed in the ballast tank.

The voltage output from this is use d in a feed back

loop to control the water level in the ballast tank.
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Instead of adopting a continuous water
level detect or , to enhance the reliability and
'~ r

keep low cost, a column of float micro
switches was installed in the ballast lank as
shown in Figure 6.3.1. The switches indicate

10 water levels. These are SWION, SWIOFF .
SW20N , SW20FF. .... SW50N . SW50FF.
were

Efforts

made

to modify the fuzzy

SWS

0"
SW4

->:

0"

->:

0"

i_

SW3

:--..:;': 0" SW2

,

1 ____'·

SW1

0"

controller discussed in Section §S.2 10 meet
the design specificat ions of this low cost and
reliable setup .

Figure e.3. f
Float Micro Switche s
Inst alled in the Ballast Tank

§ 6.3.1 Problems Raised by the Disc ontinuous Out pu t of the Fuzzy Controller

For the depth control of the robot NOMAD , the output variable FJ k) of the
fuzzy controller has five linguistic grades:

N8 , NS, Z, PS, PB. These linguisti c

grades are assigned to the five micro switches from th e lap to the bottom of the
ballast tank as shown in Figure 6.3.1 and Figure 6.3.2 . The sets defined in Figure
6.3.2 rorm a group of crisp sets. The width for each is the dead zone of the micro
switch .
For these sets, the "Maxima" defuzzffication scheme is adapted (Cox,1992):

IOJ

i :: I·· ·15

where , LV is the linguistic value of the output variable

The candidate s are NB,

F~(k).

NS, Z, PS, PB; R, is the mappin g result by the ith rule

NO

ON

OF F

SW .

Fogure 6 ,32

ON

OF F

SW!5

Th e c .-pS_otthe O utput V8ll able F;( k)

When there are several rules mapping to a same result. that is,

the be lief level for this result is given by

For example. for the case shown in Figure 6.2.4, the belief level of the
mapping results from rules 4, 5. 9 is
,u ~s(R):: 1-(1 - ,u ~.f(R~»(I - ,u ;s(~)X I - ,u;s( R,»

:: ( - (I - 03)( 1- 0.8)( 1- 0.4)
:: 0.916

The lingu istic value of the output of the fuzzy contr oller is

Fe:: L VI{Jl ~v( R) :: max( Jl;s (R ) '" 0.916.
tnat ts F. ::PS .

Jl;a( RlO )

::

OJ)}

LV ", PS,
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The defuzziftcation proces s in a traditional fuzzy controller smoothens the
output of the controller . However , due to the adop tion of micro switches for water
leve l detection in the ballast tank, crisp sets are defined for the output variable FJk) .
The driving force acting on the bod y of the robot becomes a discrete variable with
only 5 values: namely NB, NS, Z, PS, PB as shown in Figure 6.3.3.

e,

Figure 6.3.3 Th e Stair Case Nonlinearity IntrOduced by
the Discontin uous Output of the Controller

Obviously the controller is h ighly nonlinear. Jumps like those shown in Figure
6.3 .3 tend to make systems oscillate. This degrade s system stability .

Describing

Functions and the Nyquist Procedu re can be used to analyze such a syste m (Hinchey
and

Goteti, 1991). When a nonlinear system is unstable, nonlinearities usuall y limit the

amplitude of oscillations to some finite level. The system is said to undergo a self
excited oscillat ion or limit cycle.

Suppose that the system is undergoing such an

oscillation and suppose also that the signat being fed back around the co ntrol loop is

10>

a pure sinusoid. When the command signal is zero , the signal into the controller
could be expressed as
rEqua/ion 6.3. J)

x",(/) "' A sin tlJt

where A is the amplitude of the osci llation and

(I)

is the frequency of the oscillat ion .

The output from the cont roller could be very complex.

However, by Four ier

Series analysis, it can be broken down into a fundamental component and an infin ite
number of higher harm onics:

X_(I)=~ ( At coskw ~ + B~ Sin k(j} 1)
= A, cosw/+B~ SEnwt + HIgher Harm oni cs
"'C,si n(wt+8, )

(Equation 6.3.2)

where

c, =~A,' +B,'

At

B.

=;!
2"

x :( t )co skm td(mt )

=; [ x :(t)sinkwt d(wl)

{Equa tion 6.3.3)

2"

Using complex notati ons, Equat ions 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 can be written as:
X,~ (A .

w)

~ A

X"",(A.aJ ) ", e ll 'l

(Equation 6. 3.4)

This g ives the transfer function N(A,w) ,

N(A,aJ)= X "", (A.w) = S-eJ" = J A/ + B ,= Llan -l.1X...( A.w)
A
A
B,

(Equation 6.3.5)

which is defined as lhe describing function of the nonlinearity.
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The assumption that the signal fed back is a pure sinusoid is usually a good
one because the linear pa rts of the system which follow the nonlinear controller
norma lly act as a low pass filter and remove the higher harmoni cs .

~ .
!
G,($}

Nonhne llf Controillt

i-

Figure 6.3.4

A Syst em Witha

~

A

Non~neat

Controle r

Now consider the system shown in Figure 6 .3.4. Assume :cJft) ""0 and fet the
input to the plant Gp(s) be :
);),,(t) =

A ,~ sinaJ t

(Equatio n 6.3.6)

The signal fed back to the input of the non linear contr oller would be:
);t(t ) = -IG(jw ~A,~ sin[wt + L.G (jaJ)]

(Equation 6.3.7)

where ,

IGu<u j - IG , U <U )G.U<u )HU<U 1
L.G(jaJ )::: L.G, (jOJ) + L.GA Jm )+ L.H(jw )
If the describing functio n of the nonlinear controller is

N ( A. w) = IN ( A. tiJ)!e J _'1r.... '

(Equal ion 6.3.8)

then the output of the controller is
);:.(t)

=-1N ( A. tiJ~G (jw~ A...sin[ml + L.G(jOJ)+ LN( A, OJ )J

(Equati on 6.3. 9)
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tf rJ.ft) -r~",). the system will oscilla te. Comparison of Equation 6.3 .6 with Equation

6 .3 .9 gives the conditions for existence of such an oscilla tion

fIN<A,.,1[G<1''' 1= I

(Eq lla tl on 6.3 ./0)

l LN( A. OJ) + LG(jOJ) = ( 2n + 1)1r

wher e rr is an integer . Equation 6 .3.10 coul d be written as
G (jw ) =- -

'-

(E qua tion 6.1 / /)

N( A,al)

which indicates that the intersect ion of G(j w) and - -

'-

on the complex pl ane

N(A .OJ)

determi nes a possible oscillation with frequency

OJ and

amplitude A.

According to Nyquist theory , if the chart of - - '-

N( A.flJ)

on the comple x p lane is

not enclo sed by that of G(jflJ), the system is stable and without osci llation in the
steady stat e.
The describing funct ion of the stair case nonlinearity shown in Figure 6 .3.3 is
pure ly real and is as follows (Athe rton, 1975).

(Equation 6.3./1)

where P is the step height of the driving 'crce: a is the step width; n is the nu mber of
step s of the stair case. For the depth contro l of NOMAD . P -3 0 N. a -3m. n-l. Note
tha t N(A, flJ) doe s not depend on

CIl in

the case of non linearity shown in Figure 6 .3.3.

10'

Figure 6.3.5 show s that the maximum value of real part of - -'is
N ( A.w )

(Equation 6.3.1 3)

Th e imag inary part of - - ' - is
N ( A. w )

1[--']-0
..

Figure 6.3.5 show s th at - -

'-

(Equation 6.3./4)

N(A .w) -

N ( A. (l} )

equals -0.255 at the start point A = 9, reaches a

maxim um of -0. 19 wh en A = 10.5 . and then decreases to

-'X:

as A tend to +:c .

";" ~L . . .]
AmpI_04the UrnCCyct..A CmJ

MglJnl6.3.5

Th"PIotofOescribingFunctionforlheSlllir Cas eNonlinlfantv
versus!t>lfAmpli\\lde ofltl el.imrtC ycle

The linear ized transfer functi on of th e pla nt G,fs} consists of two parts: the
ballast tank and the bod y of the sub sea robot.

[09

G (s) = X( s) =
,

F..(s )

0.13

(Equation 6. 3. /5)

(0.7s + l X6.67s + l)s

Its Nyquist chart is plotte d in Figure 6.3.6(a) and expanded in Figure 6.3.6(b) for the
most interesting frequency range me(0.15. 0.6) . As can be seen this passes through
the negati.. . e real axis at

~ z O. j5,

where

ll

R<{G, (jID

-0.08

Since the G,,(jm) chart neither intersects the - -

' - chart nor encloses it. the

N( A.m)

system will not exhibit a limit cycle oscillat ion and trans ients will die away. Howe ver,
such a syste m is still far from being satisfactory.

The main reasons lie in the

following two considerat ions :

-,.,.
-c.re -0,1
'w ,,"

-0,8
-0.4
Real Am
(ljFrIqUefqI ... ; O,OS - I .O

Fi9ure 6.3. 6

Nyqu ist Ch art

ot

(b)Frequanq ... : O.2S - 0.1$

q(s) and the Desc ribing Functio n oflhe Sta ir Case Nonline arity
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1.

Stability Consideration : The Nonosctnauon Margins are Too Small.
Here we define two quantities that measure the degree to which the system

won' t exhibit oscillation. As shown in Figure 6.3.7, the gain margin for noncscinauon
is define d as:
Mg_(db) = 20 IJ SUP(- 11 "!( A.(JJ >]
G,(J(JJ ,>

(Eqllation 6.3. /6)

i

where l2.\ is the phase-pass-thrcuqh frequency.

I

_

r
G,o",,"

:"'-:..J".
1..-

,

.

~ . 41.

C;~(i4l/

Figure 1S.3.7

0

R.

""''''''' .

.---

The Definiti ons of Nonoscillation Margins

Note that Mg _ (dh) is the factor by which the gain of the whole system can be
raised before oscillation results.
For the depth control of NOMAD, we have the following from Figure 6.3.6(b)

m. = 0.55;

IG,u<V ,j = +0.08;
'UP(-N( A.(JJ)
--' - II=O.l9

(Equation 6.3. /7)

l

III

Substitution of Equation 6,3.17 into Equation 6.3.16 give s

~ '"

Mg_ '" 201

.19

0,08

(Equation 6.1./8)

74db

The phase margin for nonoscillat ion is defined as
(Equation 6.1./9)

where

~

is the amplitude-pas s-through frequency wher e the G,.(jtJJ) chart passes

through the circle with radius

I,u{_-_
I-]I; ;,,_
N(A ,tJJ)

is the amount of degrees by

which the phase angle of GpOOJJ could decrease before oscillation results at which
po int

IG, (j<»

~

l=I'"p[- ' ]
N(A.OJ )

(Equation 6.1.20)

For the depth control of NOMAD, we have from Figure 6.3,6

{Equation 6.1.2 /)

Substituti on in to Equation 6.3.19 gives
(Equation 6.1.22)

Usua lly, to get adequate performan ce ;,.. - sho uld be greater than
Mg _

greater than 8db (phillips and Harbor, 1991).

so: and

Obviously, the current

nonoscillation margins are not sufficient.
If GpO(z)) passes through the chart - - ' - , as shown in Figure 6.3.8, a
N ( A, OJ )
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severe osci llation will happen . Since G,fj())) passe s thrOugh the negat ive real axis at
the freque ncy 4T and

IG,CJ".1>L.J-I-J'I= OJ9
r ' \ N ( A. OJ)

(Equa tion 6.3.2J)

there are two intersect ions and thus t'NO po ssible
R.

limit cycles with the amplitud es of A , and A• •
Assume

that

the

system

exhibits

oscilla tion with ampl itude A, and freq uency ClJr. If
FiQurw6.3.8
IntersedionsA , . A. Indica te
the Oscillations Caused by the
Stair Case Nonlin eal1ly

-

N(~OJ) in

there is a disturbance driving the amplitude of the
osci llation bigger (right forward along the chart !J'f

Figure 6.3 .8) the system enters the unstable rang e indicated by shade

where G,fj())) encloses -

N(~CV ) '

The amplitude of the osci llation increases in this

range due to its unstabl e character until the amplitude arrives at .4.•. On the other
hand , if the disturba nce driv es the amp litude of the oscill ation smaller (left forward
from the point AI along the chart _ _

1 - ). the system enter s the stable range

N( A.cv)

where G,(jOJ) doe s not enclose

I -

and the ampl itu de of the osci llation

N (A . flJ)

decreases in this rang e until it arrives at the minimum value Ao . It can be concl uded
that the oscillation with amplitude A - A, and frequen cy ill-aT is not a stable oscillati on ,
becau se trajectories near it diverge from it. On the other hand, the oscillation with

"3

amplitude A "A ~

on it.

and

«1=tlIy

is a stable oscillation because trajecto ries near it converge

Since the current system has only small gain and phase margins for

nonoscillation, a model variation cou ld expand G p(s) and cause intersections and an
external disturbance cou ld put A near

A ~.

This means an oscillation with an

amplitude greater than 10.5m is possible any time.

Even though it is a stable

oscillation, its large amplitude is unacceptab le . To avoid such situations , we need
larger gain and phase margins for non oscillation .

2.

Accu racy Consideration : Steady State Err or is Too Big
When the speed of the robot v,.Jt) = 0 and error is between (-0. a). as shown jn

Figure 6.3.3, there is no control output.

Such a wide range of stable equilibrium

states allows the system to have a large steady state error, which is not eccepta bre
according to the desig n specification.

§ 6.3.2 Solutions to th e Prob lems

To solve the two problems described in the last section . a phase lead
compensator is introduced and a variable control struct ure is adop ted.

1. A phase lead compensator is introduced to increase the gain and phase margin
for nonoscillation.
The transfer function of such a compensator has the form

"'

(Equation 6.3.24)

where,

T is the time constant of the compensator , a
is the time lead coefficient and

k~

t JOlg,O/,/ .. '

~

JOlga

is gain of
I

...

I

r;;r;;r

the compensator .

t L.GJ J(IJ)

The Bode plot of a phase lead compensator
with Icc - I is shown in Figure 6.3.9.

.~
".

The

maximum compensated phase angle is
, . « sin " : : :

I

F;gure 6.3.9
Frequency c haracter of
a Phase Lead Compensator

(Equation 6.3.25)

To increase the nonosci llation phase margin tP,..-

to 45°, ;... is set to be

(Equation 6.3.26)

where "._,~ =.JS' .

Substitution into Equation 6.3.26 gives;... : .J5- 16.U ' ;,; 28' .

From Equation 6.3.25, we get a - 2.77.

To make a maximum phase angle

compensation , the middle frequency of the phase lead compensator

I

(Equation 6.3.17)

w" =M
should be set to a frequenc y a little higher than

w."

say

w",.::r

w.,- 0.3.

Then from

Equation 6.3.27 we have T-=0.866. To increase the nonoscilJation gain margin , ko is
set to 1cc ""0.4. Then the transfer function of the compensator becomes

lIS

G (5) = 0.4(2.45+ I)
c
0.8665 + 1 ·

(Equatian 6.3.28)

i~E±J(PFJ
Iff

111'

10'

10·'

Freqlleney (~1

IOQ

10 '

Frequeney (ra0'5ec)

Figure 6 .3. 10 Bode Plot of the Phase L ead C o m pensa to r

6, · ~ ;

Figure 6.3.10 shows the Bode plot of 0 .(.1) . With the phase lead compensator . we
draw the Nyquist chart of the plant:

G

,(S}G~(s) - 5(0.75 + ~~~.67S + 1) ~~~.:.:: :;

(Equation 6.3.19)

as shown in Figure 6.3.11. This indicates a new phase-pass-through frequency
<»g- I .O . which gives IGpGeO'mJl - - 0.0 1, and a new amplitude-pass -through frequency
(1),, =0 .45 . which gives

(Equa tion 6.3.30)

So the new phase and gain margins for nonoscillation after compensation are
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(£ qll a tion6.J.Ji)

M g_ (db>= 20Ig [ISU P[ -1 1

~(A.tv)]I]= 20 1g l-0 .19 1= 25.51 db

IG,G<U<l>,JI

-0.0 '

This essentially guarantees that the system won't oscillate due to an
intersection of GpG.(jtvJand - -' - .
N(A .tv )
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Nyquist Chart af Cj(sIGo(s) and the Describing Functian af the Stair Case Nanlinearity

A Variable Structure Fit Into the Fuzzy Contr oller to Get Rid of the Steady
State Error
As mentioned in section §3.3.1, to increase the system reliability and decrease

the cost, micro switches were used instead of a continuous sensor to detect the
water level in the ballast tank. So the fuzzy controller with discontinuous output
exhibits not only a high nonlinearity but also a " dumb" character when the error falls
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into the dead zone. Th is causes a steady state error which dependS on bOth the
width of the dead zone 2a, and the output jump P of the stair ca se .

If we deaease the w;dtn of the dead zone

]a

and at the same time try to keep

a sufficient step jump P to ens ure quiCk transiti on from one depth to another depth
when depth error is big , the tum aro und point of - -

'-

N ( A. aJ)

will move to the right and

the chances of an intersection wit h G,I}CJ) will increase. Such an intersect ion will
result in a limit cycl e with a higher frequency. As mention ed in Chapte r 3, every
change of the direction of the control force associated w;th a limit cycle con sume s a
certain amoun t of compressed ai r, the main energy source of the robot NO MAD . So
any increase of the osci llation frequency would cause the stored energy to be usec:l
up at a faste r rate.

F,
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Bu . Of The Fuzzy LOllie Controller With

A. V.ri.ble Structure

"'

To solve this problem, a variable structure is introduced into the depth con trol
strategy for the robot NOMAD . Whe n the error drops into the dead zone of the stair
case non linea rity, which is indicated by rule 8: " Zero" Control Effort in Table 6.2.1,
the control law shifts from fuzzy control to relay control. The re lay control has a
small hysteres is loop instead of a dead band with a minor step jump in control output ,
as shown in Figure 6.3.12.

p ~s.y

,

As will be shown below, with a proper choice of

p and

it is possible to drive the system into a stable limit cyde with a lower freq uency

and a much smaller amplitude .

We named this control scheme Fuzzy Variable

Structure Switch ing (FVSS) Control .

Figure 6.3. 13 Compariso n of the Umit Cycle Occurred in OilFixed Struct ure Fuzzy
Controller of Disc ontinuous Outputs wiltl that In the FVSS Controller

Figure 6.3.13 gives the comparison of the oscillat ion caused by the stai r case
nonlin earity with ampurude A. > IO.5m and frequency w,riJ.55

and the oscill ation

caused by the Fuzzy Varia ble Structure SWitching (FVSS) contro ller. The latter has
a much smalle r amplitude and lower frequency . The maximum ampli tude of the limit
cycle caused by the FVSS controller can be made to sit within the band of requ ired

11'

steady state error.

So the system is stable in the Lyapu nov sense .

A lower

frequency of limit cycle means a smaller numbe r of changes in the direction of
contro l force , and this means less ene rgy consu mption.
For the dept h control of NOMAD , we let

p =0. / 5m , P""l4y-3N .

The describing

functio n for the relay with hysteresis nonli nearity is
N ( A, ClJ )

=

4;; ~ ' lP

(Equation 6.J.J2)

and its negative reciprocal is

_ -_I -

=

N ( A. ClJ )

- - "- JA' -P, - j ...!!L
4P,.."".

4P,..J-

(A

' P)
(Equa tion 6.J.J3)

= -0.26 .JA~ - 0.0225 - j O,OJ9

The plot of this - -' - on the G,,(j (j})GrljClJ) complex plane is shown on the Figure
N ( A.ClJ)

6.3 .14 . For A

~

p,

it is a horizonta l line, which starts at (0. -jO.OJ9) with A - p and

extends to ( -.:0. -j 0.OJ9 ) as A increases to infinity . The chart of -

N( ~. ClJ )

meets the

Nyquist chart of G,G.(j(zJ) at the point which satisfies:

{Equation 6.3.J ./)

From Figure 6.3 .14, for this point , Rf!",,~, = -0.06, l m...ur = ·0.039 .
The frequen cy of the intersect ion should satisfy :
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IG I'(jI1l) G~(jm ~ = I(0.7 j m + 1)(~~~7 jm + I)j «l
= JO.06: +0.0]9: = ~Re~, .. + Im:".,.

(2 .4jCiJ+ ( )

I

2.5(0.866j «l + I)

(Equ ation 6,3.35)

-------"""-------------------- -.

~ 0,02

r
( ....., +- .-1)

....--...",..-<'7 , ; " , - - - - - - --"-'= :...:...--.1
-0 06

L---=--="-:-=-0.06

.0.0 8

r.-l · P )

~,____--_,_,.,....
----'

-0"

-0 02

Reat Axi s

Figure 6.3.14 Nyquist Chart of. Gp~S)G.(s) and the Descri bing Funct ion of
the Rela y Nonlinea rit y with a Small Hysteresis Loop

Solution of Equation 6 .3.35 gives the limit cyde freq uency w" ""O.35.
The amplitude of the limit cyc le corres ponding to this intersection poi nt is
solved from

R

{ I ]

- N(A.w) = Re. .....

(Equation 6.3.36)

The real part of equa tion 6 .3.33 gives
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(Eq llat ion 6.J .J 7)

where ,
P..,-lN is the height of the hy steresis of the relay and

fJa O.15 is the width

of the

hysteres is of the relay. Solution of Equation 6.3.37 gives for the FVSS controller the
limit cyd e amplitud e:
(Equatioo 6.1.18)

Since the area where the Nyquist Chart G,,(;tjQJ
)
R.

encloses the _ _

1_

is the system unstable

N (A,w)

I

-~

area, any oscill ation with an amplitude smaller
Figlle 4.J . 15
Th e Stable Oscillation (A ... w. J
Existing in the FVSS Control ler

than A. sO.17m will

grow until its amplitude

equals A. as shown in Figure 6.3.15.

On the

other hand the area outs ide of the shaded is the
stable area , so that any oscillation wit h an amplitude larger than A. will decay until its
amplitude equals A ...
It can be con d uded that the oscill ation with amplitude A.. "'O.17m and frequency
tv. " O.15 determined by the intersect ion of G"Gc(jflJ) and -

N( ~,W )

is a stable

oscillation in the Lyapuno v sense.
Figure 6.3.16 and Figure 6.3.17 show the results of numerical simulation of
the who le system with the Fuzzy Variable Structure Switching (FVSS) controller
under the different initi al conditions . Note that the system exhibits only the limit cycle
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osci llation due to the relay nonl ineari ty shown in Figure 6.3.12 but not the oscillation
due to the stair case nonlinearity shown in Figure 6 .3.3. Additionally the variable
structure of the fuzzy controller makes it poss ible to conf ine the oscill ation with in the
required maximum steady state error. The vari able structure pass es the control to a
narrow hyst eresis relay nonlinearity when the error arrives at the dead zone of the
stair non linear ity. To take into accou nt th e effect of asymmetry of the flow rate into
and out of the ballast tank and othe r minor nonli nearities possess ed by the system , a
detailed simula tion around the eq uilibrium point on the mecha nical compon ent level
wa s carried out before this control scheme was implemente d by the onboa rd micro
co mpute r of the robot NOMAD . The - hystca t realization for the Fuzzy Vari ab le
Structure Switching Contr ol scheme and its in-water test will be detailed in following
chapte rs .
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CHAPTER 7

SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE FOR THE CO NTROL SYSTEM

This chapte r dea ls with the software archi tecture . Becau se of the co mplexity
of the contro l process, a mulnpre-task. multiple-rayer software

structure was

developed using Dynamic C and a micro computer with a Z180 CPU

Here the main

aspects of the software dev eloped for NOMAD are discussed , including Re al Time
Kem el

for

imp lementatio n of the software

structure ; Interruption

for

lime

management of com put ing capacity ; Space Management of the memory capacity.

§ 7.1 Context Relationship in th e Software Stru ctu re
Intelligent contro l of underwat er robots is a demanding task for which no
completely satisfactory approach has yet been developed (yuh and lakshmi, 1993). For
underwater robots that are designed to remain on-site for sig nificant perio ds of time
(Curtin and Bellingham, 1993) or those whose missions are otherwise of long durat ion,

the task is more difficu lt. Not only must the controller create and follow a plan to
acco mplish mission objectives, it must also pay carefu l attentio n to reso urce
manage ment.

Unanticipated events , which can occur du ring missions of any

duration . become much more likely the longer the mission. For an underwater robot
far from base, and hence far from human intervention, handling events intelligently
beco mes more important. Such contro l activities are gene ra lly referred to as high
level control.

O n the oth er hand, during operation . the dyna mic behavio r of the

robo t, such as moving from one spot to another or hovering at a specifi ed depth,
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should be dosety onservec and controlled, . These are usuall y referred to as low
level contro l. The highest level would make decis ions based on
(1)

information fed from the lower level contro ller SUCh as ccrr ent dynamic states,

(2)

pre-st ored task agenda and directives :

(3)

renewed instruct ions from communication links between the subsea robot

Sln'OUfld ing cira.mstances or failure detect ion ;

and the shore station.
Usually the last one is not a real time command . In other words, it would not
directly lea d to low level control actions or affect the dynamic beha vior of the robot.
Human interference cou ld be used to modify pre-stored messages , cancel or add
task rout ines , or change the parameters in some tasks. Information from human
interference wou ld be first • digested" by the highes t control level.

Then the

deci sions made by this level would be propagated to the controllers in the lower
levels. These deci sion s coul d change the set points , algorithms or parameters in the
lower leve l controll ers (HallandAdams. 1992).
The lowest level controllers in the hierarchical architect ure usually deal with

the hardware intertaces. They receive signals from different sensors, put data from
sampling devices into

the memory and send driving commands to different

actuators , for example. the valves in the robot NOMAD. Each low level controller
would have its own control algorithm and its

own feedback

control loop.

These

contro l algorithms are real time algorithms. They work at the rate around 25 ms in
NOMAD . Those in higher levels work at a much slower rate . The corresponding

period can be minutes or hour s. The y scan for message s fro m human interface ,
hardw are and datab ase, based on a regular period or on an interruption request.
These

messa ges sta rt sections of code that generate tasks for lower level

controllers.

I

Human fnterface

i

~ ~Level
~~
Figuro 7.1 .1
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~

Hierarchical Software Arc hitecture tar the Micro C o m put er Based On bo a rd Contr oller

The highest level in the hie rarchica l arch itectu re could be referred to as the
manage ment level: wh ile the low est level cou ld be referred to as the ..execution
leveJ ~

The level betw een these two levels, an intermediate level. could be referred

to as the "coo rdination lever' as shown in Figure 7.1.1.

§ 7.2

Real Time Kern el (RT K) - Implementation of the Software Structure

To implement the multiple-layered control strategy described in Sect ion §7.1
on the NOMAD micro computer , a Real Time Keme l (RTK) software struct ure was
developed. The RT K allows the contro l program to be d ivided into priorit ized tasks.
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These tasks can each be treated as separate programs running independently of one
anoth er. Execution of these tasks is interleaved in time. Two princi pa l advantages
of this real time kernel are:

( 1)

More urgent tasks like depth control and failure detection can be performed in

preference to less urgent tasks.

The priori ty order coul d be changed by the

management co ntro l level. That is, in different missions , the priority order could be
qUite diff erent
(2)

It is eas ier to write and organize a program when separa te tasks or sequences

of events can be handled as if they were iso lated from one another. Specia l events
such as urgent alarms could genera te asynch ronous interruptio n request signals. .If
the CPU acknow ledges such a request, it will suspend the curre nt routi ne and wake
the higher level control. Various control fundions are organ iZed in different tasks
Only the input and output data tee each task are put into a common data exchange
area to set up the link of the hiera rchica l structure.
A real time dock is required for the Real Time Kern el (RTK) to operate. A
prog rammable

coun ter (PRn

on

the

CPU Z l BO cr eates period ic synchro

interru ptions that can be used for this purpose . The period of synchro interruptions
can be run at rates between 20 and 500 times per second . In the contr oller for
NOMA D, the period of synchro interruptions or the time interval between ticks is 15

ms, that is, at a freque ncy of .JOB:. This time is smelt relative to the limit cycle period,
wh ich is around 205 , and to the ballast tank lime constant, T,_ -O.7sec, which is the
smallest time co nstan t in the system. Acco rdi ng 10 Sha nnon 's Sampl ing theorem
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(Embree andKimble, 1991)., a 2S ms real time click is fast enough for this system .
To reduce the computing overhead, a number of time functions are installed in
the control programs for NOMAD to make sure a

task is invoked only when it is

needed . Following are some time functions used in the high level and low level
control of NOMAD.
(1)

The program can request that a task be invoked at a particular time [36 bit

BCD(Binary Coded

" )(25ms =289 days .
10-;

Decimal)

code of licks] which

covers

a time

range

of

In the management level, different missions are listed by the

execution time in the agenda, for example,

run_at (mission numb er, int -tim e) causes the miss ion specified by the mission number to
be requested when the time is greater than or equal to the time specified by the
pointer tnt »ame. The time pointer points to a 36 bit number (9 digits of BCD code ),

wh ich is the number of ticks since RTK was called .
(2 )

A mission could also be called a certain time (2 4 bit BCD code of ticks) after a

specified task was invoked , for example,

run_after(missi on number, long delay) requests the miss ion specified by mission number
to run /ongde/ay (a long integer) ticks after the "run_after "tunction was executed. The
maximum delay is to '4 x 25ms = 6.9 hanrs .
(3)

Lower level tasks are invoked on a regular basis :

run_every(task number , ensign period) causes the specified task of task number to be
requested once every unsign period of ticks . The maximum length of the period is
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J/ 6x15ms 'S17 minutes.
The multiple-layer and multiple-task hierarchical architecture for control was
implemented by the Real Time Kernel (RTK). Special care was taken to ensure that
the control program contained well organized mission and tas k desaiptions . The
program was written in Dynamic C. The flow chart is shown in Figure 7.2.1. Its
bas ic structure is as follow s:

i - Real Time Kernel Control StFUctllre * ;
in' mission l ( ). ... missiOlf n( ). task l(). ... task m (). background ( ) :
int (*Ftask{ J) ( ) = (missio n J. ._. mIssion n. task I. .... /osk m. background j :

constant dejin inOlf
variable dejin ltlon
root main {)
/ * T&PArea : Time and Parameters Table f or Missions

run _at (mission_number_l . mt * pomt J o_tlme _I) ..

run~ry(tosk_nu mber_m.

IlflSignperiod_n) :

syste m initialization :

mission I f)
/*

l/'fllOfce the time schedule and parameters fo r mission I
in the T&:PArea in the root main (). *./

DeSCriptiOlffo r mission I .Excha nge the da ta with the lNFOEX area in baclcground () :

III

CPU
Synehro Cloc:k

Divide r

I

Programmable Counter (PRT)

I

Asynchronous ServiceRoutl ....

'n me and Parameter Area ( T&P Area)
Management Lev el

lr

Speeifi ed
Tim e
n·", ~

J

ri",~

1

li""

p

!-

r!

i
I

!

Mission
N"mber

! "'.u'''''/
i .'u'= 1

Mis sioo Descnptlon

Po," ' "

Addres s

·ptl

pO

·p1 2

pO

·p tp

pe n

Addl't!SI

I
I

I "u'=p I

,

:

Panwnet.. f

Paramet ......

par r l./ J

pt>r (l .m l

paT ' ;, / }

,

pal' ,n. / )

par r ].", I

pal"". ", )

,

Rea soning Logic

Tl$k 1{)

Tas k1()

!

Task n( )

Infomlation Exchange
Common Area

f---

(fNFOEX)
Hardware Interface s

Sensors and Actuators
ExectJtion Level

Figurft 7.2.1

Detail of the Software Structure of the Onboard Controller
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missiOl1n ( )
11J'IIOh t~ n _ s~~dule and para_ten fo' mln lOlin
In the T&:PA",o In t~ root main ().
•.
Den:l1pnonfor mISSIOllIl :
fuhmrge the doto 'WIth tM INFOEX a rea III budgrmmd (J ;
,*

task! ()
(

Descn pn Oflfo r uut I ;
Exchange I~ input olltput dota wlfh tM INFOEX at'l'Q III bOf:tgrr:
m M() :
begi n of er er::unOfl fo r rOJk I () ;
end ofesecunon fo r task I () ;

task n ()

(
Des~"pnonfor task n ;
&change t1w I"flllt Olltpu t dat a with tM INFOEX ana III bockgro lmd() ;
Ing lftofex«llnonfor tOJk n {} :

end ofert!CIItiOllfo' fosk n ( ) ;

backgroWtd ( )
(
,' *
INFOEX a"'o : co mmon do,O Sloroge oreo for 1M doto exchange
fn tween missions and lasks.
Coordi nation fo r thlt tasb to fo rm the lDyrred JtnlCllln ;
Commllntt:OtiOfl'WI/hlhe station computer ;

It is quite poss ible that the routine for a mission would need to be cnanged by
the operators wor1<ing at the station computer, when the subsea robot was already at

IlJ

the working site. That means that the content in the T&P area would need to be
modified through some way. A common exchange database INFOEX was set up for
thi s purpose. This database is accessible by the T&P area and every task funct ion
and commun ication interface. There are two means of communication for the subsea
robot NOMAD : one is the cable communication in the Remote Control Mode while
the other is the radio communication in the Autonomous Control Mode. The latter
one is only available when the robot emerges to the water surface .

j..7.3 Interruption - TIme Management of Computing Capacity

Z18Q is the CPU chip of the onbaard micro computer carr ied by the robot
NOMAD . Beside s 7 internal interrupt ion reques t inputs to the CPU, there are three
maskable external interruption requ est inputs to the CPU and one non-ma skable
interru ption requ est input to the CPU. For each interruption request , except for the
non-maskable request, an interruption vector is assigned, which points to the
entrance address of the correspond ing interru ption service routine (ISR).

Table

7.2.1 shows the functions of interru ption inputs and the addresses for their vectors.
Instead of loading the entrance address of the ISR from the interrupt ion
vector, the nonmaskable interrupt ion input NMI causes a jump directly to the
entrance address of the ISR.

For example : 0 ><66 is not the address of the

interruption vector, but it is directly the entrance addres s of the nonmaskabl e powerfailure interruption service routine. That usuall y dea ls with emergency events ,

Table 7.2.1

Interruptions and Thei r pctnt ers Addresses

Name

Po inter
A d d re ss

Description

INTO

Ox38

External interrup(ion terminal

INT1

0,00

External interrup(ion terminal

INTI

0<02

Maskable External interruption terminal

NMI

0""-

Nonmastable externa l interrupt ion term inal

PRTO

0'""
0",,"

Progra mmable counter channel 0, intern al interruption request

PRT I
OMAO

Ox08

Dire ct Memory Access ChO internal. interruption request

OMAI

Programmabl e counter channel 1. internal interruption request

OxOA

Direct Memory Acce ss Ch1 intemal, interruptio n request

CSIO

OxOC

Clocked Serial Input/Output intema l interru ption request

SERa

OxOE

Serial Port Channel a interna l interruption request

SERt

Ox10

Seri al Port Channel 1 internal interruption request

such as critical element failures . The three external interruption request terminals
are used to deal with external events: INT 1 and INT2 are used in radio
communication while INTO is a reserved interrupt ion req uest terminal for the
instruments in the payload chamber, in case they need to send an interruption
request to the CPU of the onboard computer. SERO and SER1 are used 10 handle
the RS232 cable communicati on between the onboard micro computer and the
station computer. DMAO and DMA1 offer a direct connection between recorded data
in the Extended Memory (XMEM) and the communication interface. The recorded
data could be the results of marine observations such as temperature and salinity
profiles versus depth. When the robot emerges to the surface, the radio transmitter
would send these data to the station computer.

To save CPU time, the DMA

us

interrupti on service routine bypasses the CPU and transfers the data in the Extended
Memory (XMEM) directly to the transmitter .

DMAO and OMA 1 are internal

interruption requests , which can be triggered by the void functions '
void DMA OJount (int count) or void DMA J_count (1m count)

When the DMAO count function is executed , an interruption reques t from DMA
channel a is sent to the CPU and the flag DMAO is set to 1, which enables the
interruption. As soon as the CPU acknowledges the DMA interru ption request, the
interruption service routine dumps the data in XMEM to the commun icat ion interface
The prioritie s of interru ption requests in Table 7.2.1 are organi zed as shown in
Table 7.2.2.

High est

Table 7. 2.2

Priorities of Interruptions

Lowe st

Interruptions with lower priorities can be interrupted by an interrup tion reque st
with a higher priorit y, as shown in Figure 7. 3.1.
(0)

The CPU is executing the main program.

(1)

The CPU recei ves an interruption request from a source with [owe r priority.

(2)

The CPU acknowledges the interruption request with lower priority

(3)

The CPU is executing the interruption service routine with lower priority.

(4)

The CPU finishes the service routine and returns to the main program.

ll6

(5)

:[tJ
'" J

(6)

service routine with low er priority, another

to the CPU.

en

f"'''·f' (9)

Figur8 1.J.1

While the CPU is executing an interruption

interruption request with higher priorit y is sent

(81

(7)

The CPU stops executing the current
interruption service rout ine with low er prio rity

(11) ,

(12)

The CPU is continuously executing the main
program.

and acknowledges the interruptio n request
with higher pri ority.

T1'I8Priorily .... lnt.m.l pIion

CB)

The CPU is executing the interruption service
routine with higher priority.

(9)

The CPU finishes the serv ice routine with higher priorit y and return to the

(10)

The CPU is continuously executing the remaining part of the servi ce rout ine

service routine with low er pr iori ty

with lower priority .
(11)

The CPU finishes the serv ice rou tine with lowe r priority and retcm to the main
program.

(12)

The CPU cont inues the main program.
Interruption requests are scanned by CPU at the end of every Dire ctive

Period . If the Interruption Flag is ON (IFF register), the CPU will acknowledge the
request and push the content of all registers into a stack (to reserve the curre nt work
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space) and redirect the routine to a specified Interruption Service Routine (ISR) to
execute the "Body Code' of ISR As soon as it is finished , the worx space stored in
the stack will be popped out to the registers and the routine that was executing
before the interruption is continued.

Following is an example of the interruption

service routines used in the depth control program of the robot NOMAD

El():
Re-enabie II1ternlpri01U. Allows a hIgher mt erruption request
to in /errupt the current /S R.
Begm ofthe interruption serv u:e:
Bode ofcode :
End ofthe Ir uerruptton service:
D/ () :
•
Orsable tr uerrupnon. Avoid data loss when the data
m memory and in regi ste rs ore be ing exchanged.
Resume regis ters contents to the contents before m terrupnon:
RelUm :

In the contro l system of NOMAD, the real time clock or synchro interruptions
are sent by the Programmable Counter Channel in PRT.
interruption prior ity in Table 7.2.2.

They have a medium

The Interruption Service Routines caused by

PRTs are actually missions and tasks as shown in Figure 7.2.1. The interruption
requests INTO and INn and INT2 caused by external events have higher priorities.
They can interrupt the ISR caused by PRT. Since INTO and INn and INT2 are
maskable interruptions . these interruption requests can be disabled by resetting (set
to " 0") the correspond ing registers rFFo and rFF1 and IFF2.
Disabl ing external interruptions is often done at the beginning of a specified
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lasIc( ) or mi.ssion() function and enabling external interruptions again is done at the

end . In this way. some specified important task would not be interru pted by external
interruptions even though the latter may have a higher priority .
The interruptions of SERO and SER1 have the lowest priority . The y are used
for cable communica tion running in the background . When the CPU is free from
other ISRs, the onboard micro computer communicates with the station computer by
the RS232 link.
Two of the three maskab le external interrupt ions , INT1 and INT2, are
assigned to serve as the & hand shaking & functions for radi o wave communication .
The INT1 interrupt ion request is triggered at the end of data transm ission between
the onboard micro computer and the stat ion computer. When the station computer
receives all incoming data and confirms there is no err or in the par ity check (oddeven check ), it sends a signal to the onboard micro computer of the robot to trigger
the interru ption request. The interruption service routine for INT1 stops recursi ve
transmi ssion and turns off the power supp ly to the transmitters . The radi o transmitter
would have been turned on in a pre-prog rammed mission and it periodicall y repea ts
the data transmission until the ISR for INT1 terminate s it.

The other maskable

interruption is for receiv ing the signal from the station computer to modify the
contents of the T&P area of the onboard micro computer.

After the onboard

transmitter sends a hand shaking signal to the station compute r in a specifi ed
miss ion,

the radio recei ver on the subsea robot is turned on and waits for the

acknowledgmen t.

As soon as the radio receiver receives the

acknowledgment

13.

signal from the station computer. the second interruption reques t INT2 is triggered.
As soon as the received data are transferred into the serial buffer of the receiv er, the
ISR for INT2 writes them to proper address es in the T&P area where the time tables
and parameters for missions are stored

An ove rview of the communication system

is shown in Figure 7.3.2.

CBlIS -

Figure 7.3.2

ContrOl BIIS

D Bus AB us -

Oat. Bus
Address Bus

IS R

_ lntefru plio n
Service Routine

Proposed and Lab Tested Radio Communication System
for the Subsea Robot NOMAD

§ 7.4 Space Management of the Memory Capacity
When the robot NOMAD is carryi ng out a mar ine observation mission.
recorded data would be stored in the battery backed RAM (Random Access
Memory ). These data would then be transferred in batch to the station computer for

uo

processing.

A big capacity of memory in the onboard micro computer would be

required for these raw temporary data storage . Unfortunately, the Z180 , the CPU
chip in the onboard micro computer,
address space of 64k (2/ 6 =65536).

has only 16 bit addresses, giving a logical
For long term observa tion miss ions, this 64k

memory is too small for storage of executable mach ine codes and recorded data , and
for the working space needed by contro l algorithms .

.

I I
I !
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~Physical Space
1M Byl es

Figure 7.4.1 Register.; CBAR, CBR, BBR Used to Map
Logical Space to Physical Space

The manufacturer of the Z180 chip offers a possib ility to expand the memory
capacity of the chip by using on-ehip registers. These registers could form a memory
management unit (MMU) to translate 16-bit addresses to 20-bit addresses .

The

maximum memory capacity after expansion could be 1 megabyte (2 20 =1048576 ).
Now we name three B-bit registers as follows:
CBAR

Common/BanlcAna Register

CBR

CommOllBase Register

BBR

Bonk Base Register

The y can be used to divide the 64k logical space into three sections and map each
sectio n into 1 Mbytes physica l memory as shown in Figure 7.4.1.
The logica l address space is partitioned on 4 Kbytes boundaries. Give n a 16bit address, the Z180 CPU determines . using the register CBAR, whet her the
address is in common area 1, common area 0, or the bank area. If the address is in
common area 1, the Z180 uses the register CBR as the base 10 calculate the 1
Mbytes physica l address . If the address is in the bank area, the Z180 uses the BBR.
If the address is in common area 0, the Z180 uses a base of OOHo.. The physical
address is calcu lated by:
(Base Register: CBR, BBR) .,. 12 - Logical Addr ess

as shown in Figure 7.4.2, where « is the left shift operator . Tab le 7.4.1 describes
the basic functio ns of the three sections in the 64 kbyte log ical space.

Logical Address

I

+
Base Regist er

Figure 7.4.2

Calcula tion for the Physical
Address

,,,

Table 7.4.1

Basic Functions of 64 Kbyte Log ical Space

NAME

AREA

SIZE

8105

Co m mon

OK

Area 0

DESCRIPTION

Basic Input/Output System . Th e 8105 contains tile power-up
code. the com m unication kemel and importan t system fealures .
Th e BIOS is always mapped to seeress OOOo..a of ROM in the
phy sical memory space corresponding to com mon area O.

ROOT

Bank

<001 code

A ~.

48K

fix ed portion of physical memory between the BIO S and XM EM.

root buff er

XM EM

The Root. which corresponds 10 the Bank Area. resides in a

Root code grows upward in log ica l space from address 2000...EX

rooldata

and root data grow down from EOOo..a .

Comm on

OK

Area f

Extended Memory. XMEM is essenti ally an 8 Kbyte s • window"
into physical mem ory . XMEM can map to any part of physical
mem ory sim ply

by

cIlangi ng the CSR regist er

XMEM

corr esponds to Common Area 1.

The sections of BIOS in the logica l space have 1:1 mappings 10 the physical
space . The section of Root has the option to map eit her to the EPROM or to the
Static RAM . However, the XMEM section has many mapp ings in the physical space.
as shown in Figure 7.4.3.
The executable machine codes of the control system of NOMAD resided as

'"

Root Code in the Bank Area when the system was under development.

The Root

Code in the logica l space was mapped to the RAM of lh"! physical space, as shown
in the path A of Figu re 7.4.3. When well developed , the Root Code was bumed in
the EPROM of the physical space, as shown in the path B of Figure 7.4.3

--I
--

Root Oata

1£--/

XMEM

-r--;

eOOOH
Roat Da!a

~

t
Root Code

.,OS
Log leal S9ae64 K Byres

Ffgunt 7.4.3

'~ A

~

E<l_k>n
Root Code
BIOS

PhYSICal Spac:e
1M By!n

08~~

} w.

£~

OOOOOH

C orres pondence Between the Logical Space and !he Physical Sp ace

The Root Data in the Bank Area is the working space for the control
algorith ms, which is always mapped 10the RAM of the physical space. The marine
observation data, recorded by differen t sensors in the payload cha mber, are sent to
the Root Data area in the logical space first and are then transferred to the Extended

Memory Segments in the physical space by 8 Kbytes each page .
The following two functions , written in Z180 assembly language , are used to

,...

transport the marine observation data between the Root Data area in the IOQical
space and the Extended Memory Segments in the physica l space .

rm~"' 2'ooI (long SOUTCe,

votd -!kJU na t,on. "'tn ) :

TOOI}DM m (void -RJurce, long deslination. im

IJ j :

wnere . long sourer and long ck stinQlion are 32 bit integers ind icating 20 bit physical
addresses ; void -deslinallM and void

-SOtlTC~

are 16 bit pointers indicating

16 bit

logical addresses; int n is the nu mber of the bytes that w ill be transferred.
The following program is used to tran sfer the marine observatio n data in the
roo t area to the extend ed momory in a batch of 8 Kbytes corre spond ing to 2048
float ing point data points .

ou t:
fl oat rtmt ", flO./&/ :
rdoto xtmem {20.J8/:
fo r ( ;=1: ; < '" 2lJ.#l:;

./ b.~"~Jfo, ojlOQt paml datum
-

r

)

( roat~IfI (rtlfl~IfI· I - ./. Xl lfl elfl - t - .I, ./) : }

lra/U~r

-

10./&dat a

./ b) .,e$for each tru /U"" $$I(Jft - '

where , rtmem is an array in roo t area conta ining 2048 data recorded by a sensor,
each four bytes long;

xmr~m

is the array in extended memory segments , occu pying 8

Kbytes extended memory area.
For the contr ol system of the robot NOMAD , an extended memory with 256
Kb ytes capacity was installed , and this was used to store data profi les versus depth
and other observa tion records.

us

§ 7.5 Function al Configuration of the Control Software
A typical mission for the subsea robot would be to get

temperature and

salinity profiles at specific times. The robot is supposed to wake up from the sea
floor and scan the depth range between the pre-programmed upper and lower limits
of the depth. When the mission is completed, the robot goes back to the sea floor
conti nuing its sleep . Assuming the scientists are only interested in these profiles
where the water is relatively calm . the scan range would not be fixed.
sea becomes roug her closer to the surface .

Usually the

In that case , the robot itself would

d'lange the upper limit on depth based on readings from its wave action sensor which
indicates the rough ness of the sea state .
Some fai lure detection mechenrsms would be adopted during missio ns. For
example, after hour s of sleeping on the sea floor , it is possible for the robot to get
stuck in the bottom sediment. In that case, the speed of the robot would be still zero
after an ~ up movement" directive was issued. To break free, the robot could use a
stron g water/air jet to help the robot move up . The strength of such a jet depends
upon the pressure difference between inside and outside of the ballast tank. This
could be specified in the T&P area and be controlled by a jet intensity loop consisting
a pressure sensor in the ballast tank and a charg ing valve as shown below.

rootmai,. ( )
;· T&P A.rea : rime table and parameters are stored i,. the structure array TM -/
float up_boulTd. low_bound. wave_sca le, a/her"'porI. other.JK1r2, othe r"'pod:
intscan_number. wave_ check, acnngJime, retum_sleep. record_/emp,record _salry:

structT&P
fl oat Up_bound:
fl oat Low_bound:
tnt Scan_number:
floar W~Jcale :
int Wave_check:
Int Acting_time:
jloatOther..JX1rl :
jloot Other..fXJrl:
jloo tOther..JX1rJ:
mIssion_des {5J;
The dimension of the structure array is 5. Descnpnons fo r fi ve musions
are stored: Following is the descn pnons fo r the ji r_fl miSSIOn·
miuion_des{/ }. Up_bound a UP_BOUND
mission_des( / }. Low_bound " LOW_BOUND
mission_des{ / }. Scan_number '" SCAN_NUMBER
miuion_des{l }. Wave_scale '" WAVE_SCALE
miuton _des{ / }. Acting_time " ACTING_TiME
miSSion_des{ / }. OrherJKlrl " JETJ NTENS/TY

mission/f )
up_bound " mlsslon_des{ J}.Up _bound:
low_bound" missiOll_des{I }.Low j JQund:
scan_number = mission_des{ / }.Scan_number :
wave_check " "ON" :
waveJcale " missiOll_des{ Ij.Wave J cale :
acting_time " misslon_des[I j.A ctingJime :
stick_check " "ON "";
je U ntensity = missiOll_des{l }.OlherJKlr / ;
return_sleep " "ON " :
record_temp " ""ON":
recordJ alty ... "'ON" :

'"

Acti vit ies on the execution level of the robot are con trolled by a higher layer .
For example . tasks dealing with the failure situation of "fa il ure d ue to st uck, can no t

move- and the decision ·10 make a jet are imp lemented by laslc80 , It is executed onl y
when the flag of Slick _check is · ON-. This flag is set by the management layer.

task8()

(if

( (F,

= ·'NS" or F, = ··NB'J &

• [alluredeleclio/1·

(time_count ;> acril1gJtme)&
(abs(spd)

e;

o. /) &

(SlicJ.:_check --DN ·") )
up_serout(J,O) : uPJetout(4.1) ;

• close bOlh lOpand bottom plugs ·

up _seroul(2. 0): upJetoll1 (1,1) :

if

(insideyrersure - outside"p rers ure
up_setOllt(3, I) :

je t_m tens lty)

• charge to rhe ballast tank unti l the

pressure differenc e equals

else

up_setol/t (lO) :

j et_intensity •

up_setout (l,l) :
up_setout (/ ,O) :

• open the bOlfom plug 10
gellerare lh ejet · '

}

}

Tasks for · wave scale check " and "update the up _bo llnd of the SCWI range" are
implemented by ras lc9(). This is executed on a recutar bas is if the flag of wave Jheck

tat k 9{)
(

if ((wove_sensor ;> waYe_scole)&(lfIawf_check ="ON "J)

up_bound = up_bound· 1.2:
woveJheck = "OFr" :

'"

The wave intensity is measured by the wave action sensor. When it is larger
than a preset value WAVE_SCALE, the set point of the lip _bound of the scan range is
increased by 20%. Then the wave check flag is disabled , so that the lip _bound won't
be increased any more until an interference from a higher control lever resets the
variab le wave_check to · ON - again .
The main flow chart of the control process of NOMAD is shown in Figure
7.5.1. The robot has two working modes: Remote Mode and Autonomous Mode.
Most simple missions could be completed by the Remote Mode. while long term
miss ions should be carr ied out in the Autonomous Mode. In the Remote Mode , there
are two sub-modes: Remote Operating Mode and Remote Automatic Mode . Either of
them could be activated through the keyboard . In the Remote Operating Sub-mode,
the robot follows the keyboard commands using the means of buoyancylweight and
water/air jet to move up and down . In the Remote Automatic Sub-mode. the depth
set point and jet pressure set point are specified by the station computer first, then
the robot moves between the different depth set points.

In the Autonomous Mode,

missions and mission related parameters are stored in the agenda (T&P Memory
Area ). The agenda is visited when the mission is invoked by the function call of
run_ot(mission number, time ). There are two special missions: the " Communication
Mission" and the ' End Mission". Before an invoked mission is carried out, it is judged
by the Management layer of the control system first to see if it is one of these two
special missions.

If the mission is a • Communication Mi ssion". the subsea robot

moves up to the surface to transmit or receive signals from the station computer . If it
is an • End Mission ", the robot emerges to the surface and transmits a Collection
Request to the station computer and then Self location Pulse Signals to help a
collector such as a helicopter locate the robot and bring it home. If the mission is a
regular working mission, the mission related parameters are propagated to the
Coordination

and Execution layers of the control system and then the mission is

carried out When the mission is finished , the robot goes to the default state, which
is sleeping on the sea floor and waiting for the next mission call .
The Remote Mode with the Remote Operating Sub-mode and the Remote
Automatic Sub-mode were tested on the physical subsea robot in lhe Deep Tank

~f

Memorial University. The Autonomous Mode was tested on the same robot in a
simulated environment in the laboratory . These tests will be detailed in the next
chapter .

1'0

Figure 7.5.1

Main Flow Chan of ConlrDl Process 01tile Subsea Robol NOMAD

CHAPTER 8 PRACTICAL DEVELOPMENT AND PERFORMANCE TEST

The concept of the Distributed Marine Obse rvat ion S ystem involves multiple
disciplines such as control theory , comp uter hardware and software , communicatio ns
and mechanical des ign. However, the physical tests in this PhD project focused on
the main part of the system, the microcomp uter based control system for the depth
movemen t of the subsea robot NOMAD. Other functi ons were tested in a simulat ed
environment in the laboratory .
In this chapter, a detailed digital simulation at the mechan ical compo nent
level and a digital analog hybrid simulat ion at the system man agement level were
carried out to confirm the feasibility of the design of the control system. In these two
simulations , identical parameters and computer hardware and software as that
moun ted on the robot were used. In addition . in this chapter, the setup and some of
the results from dry-land tests are presented. At the end of this chapter, physical
tests in the deep lank are described. The dynamic performance of the robot NOMAD
was recorded under differen t test condi tion s.

The data recor ds fro m the ph ysical

tests confirm results from theoretical anal ysis and calculat ions . Typical data records
are also pres ented in this chapter.
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§ 8.1 Deta iled Digital Simulation at Mechan ical Component Level
Before actually

constructing the robot, a detailed digital simulation

at

mechanical component level written in C- was conducted to make sure the depth
contro l system of the mechanical setup (which was also completed in

this PhD

project) worked properly. This digita l simulation modeled every mechanical action of
the control process , such as the flow rate of compressed air , the dimen sion of the
ballast tank. the cross sectional area of the plugs as well as <>nergy consumption.
Like the theoretical analysi s in Chapter 6. the digital simulation focused on the
dynam ic behavior of the robot near its equilibrium state.
The flow chart of the digital simulation is shown in Figure 8.1.1.

Names

beginni ng with a capital are parameters read from a data file ; names with all letters
capi tal are constants; names with all letters lowercas e are variables. The physical
meaning of each name is as follow s:
speed in

is the speed of wate r particles flowing into the ballast tank;

jlowin

is the volume flow rate of water flowing into the balla st tank;

speedout,

is simi lar to speedin :

jlowout

is similar to jlowin :

Flowour

is the volume flow rate set by the throttle as shown in Figure 2 .3.1;

Tank

is the half height of the ballast tank;

high

is the water level in the ballast tank;

area

of the ballast tank holes throu gh which water flow s;

Hole

is the

Dcom

is the command depth;

I S)

dell

is the sampling period;

dnew

is the current depth;

err J

is the error one period before the last sampling;

is the difference between the command depth and current depth ;

e"2

is the error two periods before the last sampling;
is the output of the discrete phase lead compensator;

dmerr

is the increase of me" :

A J,A2,AJ

are the parameters for the phase lead compensator ;

Tor

is the half-width of the error band ;

Di s

is the height of relay control in the variable structure contro ller;

pulse

is the force on the robot due to airlwater flow into or out of the ballast
tank;

DENSITY

is the water densi ty;

Base

is the cross sectional area of the ballast tank ;

G

is the Gravitational Acceleration;

buoy

is the buoyancy force ;

Size

is the maximum buoyancy or weight the ballast tank can provide ;

drag

is the hydrodynam ic drag force exerted on the robot body;

Wake

is the coefficient of drag force ;

Area

is the frontal area of the robot ;

uold

is the current speed of the robot

udal

is the acceleration of the robot.
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Flow Chart of Digita l Simulation Around the Equilibrium State
al the Compon ent l ev el

us

Newton's Second Law gives the plant equation

(Eq ua tion 8. 1.11
where the equivalent total mass of the subsea robot
af

(M -a~

and the drag coefficient

are two important parameters . To study the influence of model variation , three

groups of different parameters were used in the simulation . The equ ivalen t total
mass (M +av varied from 35 kg to 65 kg and drag coefficient a , varied from 20 to 60.
Time resocn ses of the robot under different initial conditions are shown in Figure
8.1.2.

These results show the

robustness of the controller:

system stabil ity is

maintaine d even though the model varies significantly. The results also support the
analysis in Section §6.3.2 of Chapter 6: the system only exhib its a sma ll limit cycle
oscillation with a period of 20 seconds and an ampl itude of 0.25 m. Limit cycles on
the plane of x - i are shown in Figure 8.1.3. A typical energy cons umption chart for
these runs is shown in Figure 8 .1.4.

As mentioned in Chapter 6 ,

the energy

consumption only occurs when the control force F,. changes its direction . This can
be seen in Figure 8.1 .4. Obviously , when scanning the water vertica lly ove r a large
range, the driving force F, only cha nges at the ends of the range .

There is no

compressed air consumption during movement from one end to the other .
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§ 8.2 Real TIme Digital Analog Hybrid Simulation
Due to the difficu lty of the con trol task and the comp lexity of the software
structure. substantial laboratory tests on the computing logic and the interacti on
betwe en extem al events and the control process were cond ucted using digi tal analog
hyb ri d simula tion

befor e any in-water test s. A digital analog hybrid simulat ion is

quite different fro m a pur e digi tal simu lation (lu, 1987). The hybrid one is carri ed out
in the real world. So it is referr ed to as en-nne rea l time simulatio n. The comp uter
hardware and the progr ams used in this simulation wer e the ones used in the actual
robot
The main purpose of the real time simulation he re was not only to stud y the
dynamic performance. but more impo rtantly to check the logic, the me mory
orga nization. and the computing time of the software for the c nboarc micr o com puter.
The auth or wanted to see if there were any softwa re faults and run time co nflicts
when the system ran on the real time cl ock .
The real time hybrid simulati on co nsisted of two major parts :

1. An Analog Computer for Realization of the Low Le vel Physical Mod el

An analog compu ter with three linear operati onal amplifiers was developed to
simulate the dynamic model of the subsea robot as shown in Figure 8.2 .1. G 1 is an
inertial device with a variable gain (wh en the sliding pointer of

~

arrives at the top

,,,

·.
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end , the gain equals

*,

while at the ground the ga in equals Xl).

The transfer

function of G1 is

G (s) = ~= ~
I

~ (R: C; s +l)

( 7;s + l)

(Equation 8.Z./)

where ,

To make G,(s) approach the mode l of the ballas t tank, let
= 70K Q

R, = 140K O

then

(Equatio Il 8.!.Z)

G1 is also an inertial device with the transfer function

G. (,) =~
•

1;.s + 1

(Eq uation 8. Z.3)

GJ is an integral device whose transfer function is
(Eq uatio n 8.ZA)

To make GJfs)GJ(s) approach the model of the body of the subsea robot, let
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R~ = )JOKO
C1 =1111

R, .. 2SMO

Then we have

(Equation 8,1.5)

So the analog comput er has the transfer function :

(Eqllati0fl8.1.6)

which is the linearized model for the depth control of the subsea robot NOMAD .
2.

The OnbOard Micro Computer for Realization of the Low Level and High
Level Control of the Robot

The output of the integral device, x, of the analog computer is connected to
the AID input of the miao computer. The voltage mimics the depth of the robol A
signal gene rator is connected to the serial input of the miao computer.

Square

wav es, whose frequency and pulse width are adjustable, mimic the output of the
wave action sensor . Three micro switches are connected respect ively to the three
interru ption reque st inputs on the Z180 chip. /NT I./NT 2.NM I , to mimic the follOWing
external events:
( 1) the station computer acknowledges the Hand Shake Reques t signal from the
subsea robot and informs the onboard micro co mputer 10start communication;
(2) the station computer has received all messages without erro r in the Parity Check
and informs the onboa rd micro computer of the subsea robot to finish sending
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data;
(3) the onboard micro computer detects a critical energy failure . For example, the
pressure inside of the gas bottle falls below a specified level and this triggers a
pressure switch mounted on the input of the second stage pressure reducer.
Five lights and two oscilloscopes are connected to the control input and output
terminals of the micro computer , to indicate if the program responds to each
interruption request and carries out a proper interruption service routine . After logic
reasoning in the high control level, decisions are made to either directly affect the
output of the controller or only just change set points and parameters in the T&P
Memory Area, in which case the effect will show up later.
The following control functions in high level were tested in the laboratory
environment.
(1)

Real Time Kernel Control Structure.

(2)

The onboard micro computer responds to extemal event interruption requests .
(a)

The

onboard

computer starts communication upon

receiving

an

acknowledgment from the station computer which responds to the Hand
Shake Request signal sent by the subsea robot.
(b) The onboard computer stops sending data upon receiving the signal from
the station computer which confirms that the stat ion computer has received
all data without error.
(c) The onboard computer starts an Information Protection Routine upon
receiving a warning of power exhaustion .

16)

(3)

The onboard computer changes the depth set po int based on a decision made
in a higher contro l level.

(4)

The onboa rd computer creates a strong water/a ir jet after detecti ng a failur e to
move vert ically .
Correct funct ioning of these tasks was connrmedby indicatio n lights, actions

of valves, and flags set in test programs.

The results we re recorded by

Oscilloscopes and output files .

§8.3

Test s f or Subsystems in a Simul at ed Enviro nment
and Id enti fi cati on for the Bo dy Model

To avoid damage due to subsystem failure in rea l world tests , many dry-land
tests of the subsystems were conducted during the development of the robot
NOMAD . To confinn the validity of the robot body mode l, in-water tests on the actual
robo t were conducted before the model was used in the simulation and the design for
the contro l algorithm in the fina l depth contro l tests.
1.

Wate r Proof Safety Test for the Micro Computer and Electronic Parts Carried
by the Subsea Robot
As shown in Figure 2.4.1, there are four

water tight boxes attached to the

main frame of the robot. These are the computer box, the electro nics/sensors box ,
the driving circuit box, and the communica tions box. They are connected to each
othe r by cables .

..

,

These boxes were designed in this PhD project. Before putting the electronic
devices into them, a severe pressure test was conducted as shown in Figure 8.3.1.
Two boxes containing dry powder were connected by a communication cable through
water-tight connectors.

To avoid being crushed by high pressure some supports

were put inside these boxes. A high pressure test container containing both boxes
was filled with 1m 3 water; the boxes were fully submerged . Internal pressure of the
container set by a pressure valve was increased from 1 bar to 8 bar and was allowed
to sit at the maximum pressure for 12 hours. After the duration test , the boxes were
opened and checked to see if the dry powder was wet or dry .

After several improvements to the design, the powder remained dry under the
pressure of 8 bar . Because of the limit of the test equipment, higher pressure tests
were not conducted .

2.

Working Pressure Constancy Test
Two pressure reducers are installed on the robot.

The first brings the air

pressure down from the bottle pressure to 13 bar while the second takes it down
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from 13 bar to 3 bar, which is the working pressure of the soleno id valves of the
robot. Note that the working pressure here is the pressure difference between the air
suppl y from the second pressure reducer and the surrounding water.
Ideally the two pressure redu cers should keep the work ing pressure constant
at 3 bar when the flow rate greatly changes or when the stored compressed air is
being used up. Also, as the robot moves into a deeper water. where the hydrostatic
pressure is higher, the work ing pressure should still be maintained at 3 bar relative to
the stati c pressure of the environment .

Figure 8.3.2

Test Fo r Maintaining a ConSl anl Working Pressure

The equipment setup for the working pre ssure constancy test is shown in
Figure 8.3.2. It contained four pressure meters: PM,. PM2 •

PM,
PM2

P~,

PM•.

read the pressure inside the gas bottle whi ch varies from 13 bar - 250 bar,
read the middle pres sure inpu t to the second reducer. It should be 13 bar
relati ve to the environment.

PM,

read the simulated environmen t pressure generated by a hand pump from
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a bar - 5 bar corresponding to a m - 50 m depth;
PM.

read the output pressure of the second reducer, 3 bar - 8 bar, adjustable by
the second pressure reducer;
The working pressure is the difference of PM.. and PM, . The second pressure

reducer was put inside a pressurized container to simulate the environment of deep
water. The throttle was used to adjusts the flow rate from 0 liter -min -500 filer-min.
Figure 8.3.3 shows that the working pressure relative to the environment held
at approximatel y 3 bar under input and output disturbances .
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Figur" 8.3 .3 V ariatio n of the Wor kin g Press ure Du e 10 Input and Out put Disturb an c es

3.

Ballast Tank Fundion Test
Devices attached to the ballast tank have the following functions :

(1)

To open and close the top and bottom plugs;
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(2)

To purge the tank using flow from the gas bottle , and take in water from the

(3)

To create a strong water/air jet by building up pressure inside the lank and

(4)

To read the water level inside the ballas t lank;

(5)

To read the pressure inside the lank .

surroundings;

then suddenly releas ing it;

(6)

To release inside pressure when it exceeds a set value relative to
surroundings.
The ballast tank and its components were also designed in this PhD project.

One electrical cable runs throu gh the wall of the tank to collect signal s from water
level sensors inside and pass them on to the micro computer box. Six air tubes pas s
through the wall of the tank: one for charging the tank with compressed air; four for
driving the actuat ors which open and close the plugs on the top and bottom of the
tank; and another for measur ing the inside pressure. A pressure rele ase valv e is
installed at the top of the tank. The ballast lank is pressure tight and electricall y
isolated.
The test setup is shown in Figure 8.3.4. The following tests were conduct ed
to make sure the tank functioned properly:
(1)

Set the Threshold Level of the Pressure Release Valve:

A command from the computer was issued to close both of the plugs on top and
bottom . Then the compres sed air charge valve was turned on. Then while read ing
the air pressure inside the ballast tank, the screw on the release valve was adjusted
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to make release occur at around 3.2 bar.

'----'

Figure 8.3.4

(2)

-al

Setup for The Ballasl Tank Function Tesl

Check the Sealing of Plugs and Connectors :

The ballast tank was charged until its pressure reached approximately

j

bar . Visual

inspection was used to check if there was any leak from the tank. After 3 hours , the
pressure inside the ballast tank was still approx imately
(3)

j

bar.

Measure Electrical Insulation Resistance :

The ballast tank was futly filled with water and the charg ing valve was turned on unt il
the pressure inside the ballast tank reached 2 bar.

The res istance between the

output cable from the water level sensors and the frame of the robot was measured
It was greater than 20 MO, wh ich means there were no electr ical leaks or shorts .
(4)

Measure the Acting Time Delay of the Plugs:
A pulse signal from the station computer was sent to the actuator of the plug,

as shown in Figure 8.3.4. The pu lse and the response from the micro switch was
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compared . The time delay of the action of the mechanical driving system was read
from the screen of the station computer as shown in Figure 8,3.5. It is almost 40 ms
Compared with the large time constants in the model of the ballast tank (T..... -=
O.7seC., Equation 3.3.3) and in the model of the robot body ( T-.. '" 6.67sec. , Equation
3.4.6), this time delay could be ignored in the control algor ithm.

eo
nmll (m s)

Figure 8. 3.5

(5)
foal is

Set the Time Constants

Test for the Time Delay of the Mecha nics

t OUl

and f.. Nt :

an important time constant as shown in Equation 3.3.1. It is the time needed 10

drain about 45% of full ballast tank of water.

T_

is the equ ivalent time constant

used in the approximate linear model of the ballast tank . Under the control of the
onboard micro computer, the ballast tank was filled until the water level, as indicated
by the middle water level sensor, arrived at the half height of the ballast tank. Then
the station computer sent the " drain " command to the robot. This command opened
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the plug at the bottom of the ballast tank and the valve which contro lled the charging
of compressed air to the ballast tank . The out-going flow rate of the water is roughly
equal to the charging flow rate of the coming-in compressed air. The latter can be
adjusted by the throttle shown in Figure 2.3.1. By adjusting the throttle and watching
output of the water level sensors on the screen of the station computer. I"", was set
to a value of 1.3sec .
constant T_

From Section §3.3,

this implies that the equivalent time

is about O. 7sec. .

Identification of the Robot Body Model Parameters by In-water Tests
A nonlinear model for vertical motion of the robot was described in Equation
3.1.2. The model contains two important parameters . In Section §3.1, they were
roughly estimated to be a,-3 5-3 50

and a1- 17.5 under some assumptions .

To

confirm the validity of the model, in-water tests on the actual robot were conducted to
get more accurate estimates of

a, and

01 .

Even though the controller discussed in

Chapter 5 and 6 should be robust to parameter variation, a well estimated model
allows one to put the working point of the controller closer to

the center of the

possible variation range . In addition , many studies conducted in this project used
digital simulations , and , in each case , the model of the controlled object in the real
world was described by a set of differential equations with estimated parameters .
Having well estimated parameters in these equations made the conclusions more
belie vable .
The in-water tests were carried out in the deep water tank at Memorial

J7I

Uni versity . A weight with a mass of 3.06 kg was put on the robot to make it neutrally
buoyant. Then the robot was sunk to the bottom of the deep water tank by another
extra force . When the onboar d computer was ready to record test data . the weight
and the extra force were removed . The robot then moved upwa rd. In this case . the
driving force Fp l was around ·3 0 N. The recorded depth and velocity are shown in
Figure 8.3.6(a). By picking points around time tl "" 13s. the following estimates of
velocity and acceleration were obta ined:
X~ I(ll) =-o.7s m !s.

(Equation 8.3./)

i: ,( t, ) = - 0.17 sm s'

The test was repeated using a smaller weight with a mass of 0.22 kg, which
generated 2.1N driving force Fp1

.:::.

2./N. The recorded depth and velocity chart for

this case are shown in Figure 8.3.6 (b). In this case, points around lime I] ""/ 8s gave
the following estimates of the velocity and accelerat ion:
(Equation 8,3.2)

3.2.4 gives

r ,, (t, >lr,, (I,

i

.r:l (/l ) Ix:: (t~ ~

F"

IF"

I:

1-0·115

_ (0.75): 1

- 0.036

-(0.09):

=-O.OI88 ~ 0

- (0.75): 1=- 0.94
- (0.09)'

(Equation 8.3.3)

(Equation 8.304)
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(w)'x 'llldeo

( S/W) 'J\-',(lPOla/\

17J

I~:l(tt )

0
1=1-- 0,036
.175

°1"" -0,7

3
- 2.1

(Equa tion IU.5)

M + a: = -0.94 ( -0.0 188) = 50
u = -0. 7 1 ' ( --0.0 188) = 37.5

(Equation 8.1.6)

x::(t~)

F"

F, z

1

Since the baste mass of the robot is known to be !vi " J5 kg then

a: '"15.

These values of 01 and Q z roughly match those obtained from the theoretica l

calculation .

§8.4 In-Water Tests For The Dynamic Perfonnance

1.

In-Water Tests in a Shallow Tank
In-water tests were first carried out in a shallow cylindrical lank which was

approximately 1.5 m in diameter and 2.5 m in depth. Since the robot NOMAD has a
height of 1.2m, the effective depth of the tank was only 1.3m. The goals here were "

(1)

To check if there were any leaks in the micro computer box, the electronic
sensors box , the driving circuit box , the ballast tank , the first and second stage

pressure reducers and all pneumatic and water proof connectors.
(2) To check the insulation of all the electrical connectors
(3) To study the effect of static electricity on the micro computer . In the test, the
cylindrical tank was not connected to ground.

So static electric ity tended 10

accumu late on the robot as it moved up and dOwn . This test made sure the
robot would not have trouble when it worked in the Remote Operating Mode. In
this mode,

the robot coul d have a ground electri ca l potential wh ich was

different from that of the spot the operator worked at
(4)

To see if in such a small test tank the robot could hOld itself in the midd le of the

tCl

To estimate the energy consumption , when the robo t was hov eri ng at a

tank without touch ing the bOttom or riSing to the surface

spec ified depth .
(6)

To test the reliability of the J8 Khit's communicatio n rate for a R$ 232 cable
immersed in water .

(7)

To cheCk the integr ation of the subsystems of the subsea robot, such as the
mechan ica l subsy stem, the pneumat ic subsystem, the hydrau lic subsys tem, the
electroni c SUbsys tem, includ ing the sensors, amplifier s, micro computer,
electri ca l valves and communicati on links.

The system check ed out OK

Typical data sampled by the depth sensor and

recorded by the onboa rd microcom puter are ShOwn in Figure 8.4.1. The y indicate
that the robot tended to undergo a limit cyc le oscillation with an amplitude around
O.45m and a period around l Osec..

'"

Tme(s)

Figur&8.4.1 The Error of the Deplh Using the FVSS Controller Without a
Phase Lead Compensation Recorded In the Shallow Tank Tests

The control strategy used in the shallow tank tests was the fuzzy logic scheme
with a variable structure (staircase plus relay with hysteresis) discussed in Chapter 6,
but without phase lead compensation . As discussed in Section §6.3, the linearized
transfer functio n of the robot body without phase lead compensati on is:

G ( s) ::
,

0.13
( O.7s + I){6.67s+l)s

As discussed in Section §6.3.2,

(Equat ion 8..1./)

the describing function of the relay nonlinearity

used in the Fuzzy Variable Structure SWitching (FVSS) controller is

(Equa tion 8.4. 1)

where ,

Prol"1' is the half height of the hysteresis loop of the rela y nonlinearity Pnw.•=3N:

P is

the half width of the hysteresis loo p of the relay nonlinearity p -O. /5m :
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A is the amplitude of the possible limit cycle oscillation ;
(Q

is the frequency of the possible limit cycle oscillatio n.
As shown in Figure 8.4.2, the intersection of G/s) -.1 N(A.w) gives

Re .._ " -0. 17 and 1m,,,", - -0. 0 39 together with a frequency (])" "'<rO.3~ rd /sec. Equating

the real part of Equation 8.4.2 and Re ,,,", gives
(Equation 8..1.Jj

Substitution of the numbe rs into Equation 8.4.3 gives A<> -:::O.6m. This is the predicted
amplitude of the limit cycle oscillation generated by the fuzzy variable structure
switching controller without a phase lead compensation.
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FigunJ 8.4.2

Nyquist Chart of G{S) and the Describing Function of the Relay Nonlinearity
with SmaUH ysteresis

Note that the result derived from Figure 6.3.14 and Equation 6.3.38 gives A<> "
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D.1 7m with a phase lead compensat ion Thus the amplitude of limit cyde oscillation

can be greatly diminished by the phase lead compensation suggested in Section
§6.3.2. Even though the system wi thout the phase lead compensa tion is still stable
in the l yapunov sense, the amplitude of the limn cyd e oscill ation exceeds the design
scecncaucn A S DAm.

One shou ld also note that the frequ ency of limit cyd e

oscill ation without compe nsation is basically the same as that with compensation .
Finally, the physical tests in the shallow tank where there was no phase lead
compensation sugge st that such compensation is necessary . We did not check this
in the shallow water tank.

2.

In·Water Tests in the Deep Tank at MUN
After successful tests in the shallow tank, except for the unaccep tab le large

ampli tude of limit cycle oscill ation , the test site was moved to the deep tank at
Memorial Univer sity. This tank is J,Jm deep and has a cros s sectional area 5mxjm.
The deep tank was equipped by 2 und erwater lights and an und erwater video
camera . The tests were recorded by the video camera
In the deep tank tests, the machine COde of the control software was
down loaded to the memory of the onboard micro co mputer.
co mputer carried by the robot has its

own CPU,

Since the micro

memory , AID input and driving

output , the RS232 cable wh ich con nected the robot to the station compute r was used
only to send commands through the keybo ard of the station comput er telli ng the
robot to do thi ngs like shifting between Remote Operating Mode and Remote
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Automatic Mode. In the Remote Oper ating Mode , every acting valve is acce ssible to
the keybo ard on the station computer through the RS232 commun icat ion, wh ile in the
Remote Automa tic Mode the acting valves are insula ted from the station computer.
Howe ver the parameters in higher control leve l. such as the set points for the desired
depth and the up and low bounds of the scan ni ng range , can be changed ttv oogh
the keyboa rd of the station computer. A 486 PC compu ter with M5- W indows worked
as the station compute r.

Seve ral windows were opened to monitor the control

process.
Before each in-wa ter test of the subsea robot, its balla st tank was emptied of
wate r and its plugs were both close d. When it w as thrown into the water in this stale ,
it float ed. The top of the robot stuck abOut 10 em above the water surface . Then, the
initialization program started to work . It sent a serie s of pulses to the valves which
opened the plugs for short periods of time allowing a bit of water to flow int o ballast
tank at each pulse . This process was continued unt il the subsea robot just started to
sink..

( 1)

Te sts for the Remote Operating Mode
In the Remote Opera ting Mode, data such as the depth , the speed of the

robot , the pre ssure in the ballas t tank , the w ate r level in the ba llast tan k and the
status of the acting valves are sent back to the station comput er in rea l time and
dis played in a "feedback. window" on the scree n of the station comput er.

The

operator can make a dec ision base d on feedb ack window information to command
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the subsea robot to move up and down, go to a specified depth and then hover at it,

or let the robot make strong jets. The direction and intensity of the jets can be set by
the operator through the keyboard.
Figure 8.4.3 shows the depth charts generated when the subsea robot was
commanded to move up from the bottom of the deep tank to the surface and then
ba ck down to bottom again at different speeds: Figure 8.4.3 (a) is a full speed move

up; (b) is a slow speed move up; Figure 8.4.3 (c) is a full speed move down; (d) is a
slow speed move down.
(2)

Tests in the Remote Automatic Mode
The target depth at which the robot is going to hover is specified through .a

keyboard command by the remote operator. The set point fo r the depth is then
transferred to the micro computer on the raba t. After comparing the target depth antj
current depth obtained from the depth sensor, the micro computer controls the
different valves to drive robo t to the target depth.
When the robot approaches the target depth, the micro computer shifts the
fuzzy co ntrol law to relay control with a very smatr hysteresis loop . Then the robot
undergo es a stable limit cycle oscillation with a small amplitude and low frequency.
If the osc illation does not exceed the desig n specifica tion , the system is said to be
stable in the Lyapunov Sense.
To diminish the amplitude of the oscillation, a phase lead compensation
algorithm was put into the program. The transfer functio n for this in the continuous
frequen cy domain was given in Equation 6.3.28 and is:
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To implement phase lead compensation in a digital control loop, Equation 8.4.4
needs to be transferred to a discrete form. Since the contro l periOd is much smaller
than the time constants of the compensator. a simple backward differen ce method
can be applied to Gcfs) (Frank .and Powell. 19941.
The differential equation in the continuous time domain correspond ing to
Equation 8.4.4 is
0.4( 2.4i(t ) + :ef t )) = 0.866y(t ) + y(t)

(E""ation 8. 4.5)

App lying the backward difference discrete method to bot h sides of Equation 8.4.5
gives the diffe rence equation in discrete time domain

-0.866 ( y(k ) - y(k - 1)) + y( k ) =O-{ -2 4 ( :e( k j - :e(k - 1))+ x( k) ) (Equarion 8.4.6)

T,.

T,.

Reorganizat ion of Equation 8.4.6 give s·

y( k ) = T,. + 0.866 [(0 .4 + O.96)X<k ) _ 0.96 r(k _I ) + 0 866 y{ k _ I )]

0.866

where,
15

n1S .

T~

r.

t;

t;

(E""ation 8. 4. 7)

is the control period, In subsea robot NOMAD, the sampling period is T. -

The control period is

T~

~

100 ms, that is, the controller makes one

modification to the contro l output once every 4 sampling periods .
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Figure 8.4.4(a) shows depth cha rts for the case where the phase lead
compensa tion algorithm was added to the control loop. In the charts the robot wa s
commanded to go from the water su1ace to a depth of 2.25m. As can be seen the

robo t undergoes a limit cycle osci llation with an amplitude around 0.2 m which is
about ha lf the amplitude (O.45m) without compensat ion. The chart in Figure 84.4(b )
shows the control action. the driving force of the robol

Figure 8.4.4 (c) shows the

recorded Phase Plane plot, which de arly ind icates the smarr limit cyde around the
depth of 1.25m.

Figure 8.4.4(b ) also indicates the water flow only occurred before

each direction change of the movement.
Figure 8.4.5(a) shows a case where Ihe robot was commanded 10 move up
from the bottom of the deep tank to a specified depth of 1.15m and hover there.
Figure 8.4.5(b) shows a case where the robot was comma nded to ho ver at a depth
of I.15m for 80s and then go

to a depth of 1.7 5m and sla y there for JJs and then

return to surface at a high speed. Figure 8.4.5(c) shows a case whe re the robo t
started at the depth of 1.15m and was commanded to slow1y scan the water bod y
from a depth of 1m to the surface and then go back 10 the former depth of 1.15m and
stay there .
Some functions in the Autonomous Mode were also tested in the deep lank.
Figure 8.4.6 shows a case where the robot wake from sleeping and scanned the
water from the bottom to a specified depth and

then hovered at that depth.
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Figure 8.4.6 The roccr was woken from sleeping on the sea floor ,
then scanned the water body , then hovered at a specified depth .

As discussed in Section §7.5 the subsea robot can make a strong water/air jet

when it gets stuck in the sediment on the sea floor. The jet would blow away the
stuck sediment as well as give the robot an extra initial driving force to make it move
upward. The jets could be activated when a higher control level detected a fai lure to
move vertically . Within the multiple layered control system on NOMAD the follow ing
steps would be taken to active such a jet
(1)

The failure to move vertica lly is identifi ed using the Failure Identify Algorithm
(F IA).

(2)

The FIA sends an interruption request to CPU.

(3)

The CPU acknowledges the request and activates the corresponding

(4)

This routine charges the ballast tank to a preset pressure .

(5)

The bottom hole of the ballast tank is opened to create the jet.

interru ption service routine.

(6)

If successful. the flag of FIA is reset and CPU resumes the previous routine. If
there is still a failure to move up, FIA send another interruption request.
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The management level of the control system would make a decision whether
or not tha robot should continue to crea te the water/air jet. based on the remaining
storage of the compressed air and the emergency of the

~ing

mission.

FigtSe 8A7 shows a case where a water /air jet was made by the subsea
robot.

At point "a" the robot detected a failure to move vernceuy. There was no

movement after a move up command was issued and there were no other error
messages such as power failure. Then the control ler assumed that the robOt was
stuck in the sediment , so that a decis ion was made to create a strong jet to help the
robot break free . The ballast lank started to be charged at point "bOshown in the
second chart . At the moment of "c», the ballast tank had been charged 10the preset
pressure and the robot was ready to make the je t. At point "dOthe controller opened
the plug

at the bottom of the ballas t tank. The robot moved up fast, as shOwn in the

ll:r:::::u

first chart , and the pressure inside the ballast tank decreased rapidly.
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CHAPTER 9

CONCLUS IONS AND RECOMMENDAT10NS

§ 9.1

Co nc lus ion s

The physical tests of the robot NOMAD in the deep water tank at Memorial
University we re quite successful. The recorde d data indicated that the goal of this
PhD project, to design and deve lop a prototype of an inexpensive subse a robot for
survey type missions has been ream ed
To facilitate the mi ssion requirements, great effort was made to develop a
high performan ce onboard micro computer based intellige nt control system . To deal
with the unce rta inty and nonlinearity of the robot model, inves tigations were
conducted to check the potential of strateg ies based on Neural Networks and Fuzzy
Logic.

The results of d igi tal simulation indicated that a Neur al Network Based

Adaptive Contro ller has

great potentia l to treat unknown non linear models .

However, there ar e still many difficulties that have to be overco me before this can
be physically applied to subse a robot control. The most important one among these
is the computi ng speed of the onboard micro computer.

As the res ult of thes e investigations and studies , a Fuzzy Variable Structure
Switching (FVSS) control scheme was dev eloped and fully studied through digita l
simu lations and theoretical ana lysis. This scheme wit h phase lead compensation
was implement ed on the onboa rd micro computer of NOMAD.
A Real Tim e Kem el software struct ure was insta lled on the onboard micro
computer to imp lement a multiple layered control strategy. Some fun ctions in high
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level control of NOMAD , such as

~

Fai lure Detection - and - Brea k Free from the Sea

Floor" , were tested in the deep tank.

Others. such as radio commun ications

between the onboa rd miO"o computer and the station computer were tested in a
simulated envirorvn ent

The se experiment s demonstr ated that it is feasible 10

realiz e artifi cial intelligence on an inezpensfve small subsea robot It greatly helps

the robot to suc::cessfully carry out on-go ing missions and surviv e in the rough ocean
environmen t
The feasib ility of using an airlwaler baUast lank instead of a battery/motor
system to drive the robot vertically was confirmed . This system is energy saving,
easy to maintain. and responds fast. The water flow through the balla st tank only
occurs when the direction of motion of the robot changes. It was estimated that
about 0.02 standard liters of compressed air woul d be consumed for each chang e of
directio n from upward movement to downwa rd mov ement and abOut 0.35 standard
liters for each d'lange of direction from downwa rd movement to upward movemen t
There is almost no energy consumpti on when the robot is mov ing in one directiOn.
So NOMAD is quite energy efficient especia lly for missions wher e there is a heavy
payload or a wide vertical seaM ing range.
The vast reco rded dala showed thai NOMAD worked qu ite reliably . All the
tests were repeatable and the data closely resemb led the resu lts of theoretical
analysis . This proj ect fused knowledge from mult iple disciplines into an integrated
system. Besides the new concept of pneumatic driving system and micro computer
based intelligent control system, many ted'lnologies and tech niques from different

'"

areas we re introd uced and applied in the system deve lopm ent

The subsea robo t

NOMAD shows great potential for industrial appl ication .

§ 9.2

Recom me nd atio ns

Futur e work shou ld focus on ind ustri al appl icatio ns of NOMAD. These would
require a more robust NOMAD. For this it would be be tter 10 adopt a hardware
structur e for the onboard computer control system that uses Single chi ps with thei r

ownCPUs

and memorie s to deal with individual low level contro l tasks. That would

allow the main CP U more computing time to work on the managemen t ro le in high

leve l contro l ta sks.
In most applications, the small limit cyde oscillation like that obs erved in the
lank te sts of NOMAD would be toler able. Howe ver , if mor e precise depth control is
required , servo valves and pistons coul d be used to contro l the flow ar eas at the top
and botto m of the ballast tank. Thi s wou ld allow much fine r adjustmen t of the wa ter
flow into or out of the ballast tank. In this case , a con tinuous water level detector
cou ld also be used in the ball ast tank 10 obt ain mor e precise feed baCk to the
buoyan cylwei ght controller.
In the past decade, H'" Optimal Control has become an ettecnve too l for
robust control design . It is, however, too con serva tive in dealing with parame ter
uncertainty. To be tter quantify robustness, a

new method, j.1·Analysi s has

bee n put

forward , wh ich is based on a defined struct ured sing ular value (Doyle, 1982). The
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research done by NASA on the HiMAT( Highly Maneuverable Aircr aft Tech nology)
remotel y piloted vehicl e (RPV) indicates that the

~·An a l y s is

and u-Synmeeis

Methods prov ide an effecti ve way to treat the uncertain ty in the vehicle sys tem.
Subsea robot control faces a similar challenge with regard

to model

and

environ ment uncertainty. Future work on control could begin by tran splanting some
of the exis ting high techno logies in the aircraft co ntrol area to subsea robot co ntrol.
In the current des ign of NOMAD , the accelerat ion is not included in the depth
control. Using an accelerometer will help to get a better depth contr ol. It cou ld also
be used 10 pred ict the water level in the ballast tank. To obtain a finer depth
adjustmen t. extra small holes could be installed on the top and bottom of the ballast
tank in addi tion to the exi sting holes. When the robot reaches the vicinity of the
equilibrium, the small holes are used to draw in or drain out a little bit of water ,
which will keep the robot hover at the specified depth .
In the curr ent design of the NOMAD radio communication system, the robot
has to emerge to the surface to communicate with the station . In future desig ns,
one co uld use acoustic waves to carry out communication under water and then
relay data to the shore stat ion from an accustic -redic converter floating on the water
surface.
Th e design and devel opment of the robot NOMAD with its micro computer
based co ntrol system was a Challenge. The work. done in th is PhD

project will

hopefull y contr ibute to industr ial applicat ions and academ ic research .
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So far NOMAD has not undergone a real sea test. A more robust prototype
would have to be cons tructed for such tests. The subsea robot group at Memoria l
University is presently seeking funds to develop such a prototype .
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